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Abstract
In load-bearing lightweight architectures, cellular materials were frequently utilized.
While octahedron, tetrahedron, and octet truss lattice truss were built for lightweight
architectures with stretching and flexural dominance, it can be believed that new cells could
easily be designed that might perform much better than the present ones in terms of mechanical
and architectural characteristics. Machine learning-based structure scouting and design
improvisation for better mechanical performance is a growing field of study. Additionally,
biomimicry—the science of imitating nature’s elements—offers people a wealth of resources
from which to draw motivation as they work to create a better quality of life.
Here, utilizing machine learning approaches, novel lattice truss unit cellular architectures
with enhanced architectural characteristics were designed. An inverse design methodology
employing generative adversarial networks is suggested to investigate and improvise the
lightweight lattice truss unit cellular architectures. The proposed framework was utilized to
identify various lattice truss unit cellular architectures with load carrying capacities 40–120%
greater than those of octet unit cells. A further 130–160% raise in buckling load bearing capacity
was made possible by substituting porous biomimicry columns for the solid trusses in the lightweight lattice truss unit cellular architectures.
This dissertation's main goal is to investigate various improvisation strategies for creating
lightweight architectures, particularly when using data analysis and machine learning methods.
Lightweight cellular architectures with thin-walls and lattice truss unit cellular architectures with
improved shape memory capabilities were created using the knowledge gleaned from numerous
of the research projects mentioned in the preceding paragraphs load-bearing architectures and
devices, lightweight architecture with shape memory and with better strength, better
stretchability, and better elastic stress recovery are widely desired. As compared to the bulk
shape memory polymeric cylinders, the cellular architectures with thin walls show 200% betterer
elastic stress recovery that is normalized with respect to base designs. The architectural
improvisation of many other additional designs and practical implementation can be
accomplished using the inverse design framework.

iv

Chapter 1. Introduction
By using scientific concepts to build and improvise various architectures and equipment,
the field of mechanical engineering improves. The architectural design to achieve primal
performance and reduce the weights within the established boundary constraints is very vital for
the best performance of any construction, in addition to choosing the appropriate material
Regarding comfort, affordability, and safety, architectural improvisation is very crucial. Several
mathematical models are developed and are being continuously proposed for the understanding
and improvisation of architectures from simple 1D and 2D geometrical shapes to complex 3D
architectures. Computer-aided design, numerical simulation, and computer-based improvisation
approaches have developed to advance and simplify these procedures in all engineering
disciplines, even though traditional mathematical models are not always simple to understand.
In numerous mathematical models, the advent of finite element methods made it easier to solve
differential equations.
To address the progress in this area, several reviews on the historical and contemporary
architectural improvisation strategies are routinely published [1-4]. Early in the 1960s, computeraided designs attracted a lot of interest as researchers looked at the benefits of lightweight
buildings [2]. It has been suggested to use homogenization strategies to analyze material models
with microscale porosity and attain the best porosity while still having the necessary architectural
qualities [3]. The architectural design of light weight buildings is accomplished by mimicking the
naturally existing porous architectures like plant stalks, bones, and seashells [4]. In-depth
research is being done on the use of new practices like machine learning, deep learning, and
other statistical artificial intelligence approaches for the synthesis of novel chemicals, metals and
polymeric materials, medicinal, and electrical devices in addition to architectural improvisation
[5-8].
In this dissertation, as the title suggests, the focus is to develop and apply novel strategies
like machine learning and biomimicry to improvise light weight architectures for better
architectural characteristics such as buckling and compression strengths, shock mitigation and
shape memory characteristics [9-12]. Lattice cored sandwich architectures, which are
lightweight, are frequently utilized in load-bearing engineering designs like car hulls, airplane
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wings and fuselages, wind turbine blades, bridge decks, offshore oil platforms, etc. Lattice truss
unit cellular architectures are stacked one on top of the other in any arrangement to create a
lattice structure. The design of the lattice unit cellular that makes up a lattice structure
determines how well it performs as a whole [13]. Biomimicry cellular architectures developed
from natural components, such as hexagonal honeycombs, plant stalks, muscles, beetle wings,
etc., are intensively researched for their outstanding stiffness, strength, and energy mitigation
capacities (12). The development of additively manufacturing has made it possible to construct
lattice core with extremely complicated geometrical configurations. The improvisation of these
unit cells is therefore necessary to further raise the lightweight structure’s ability to carry loads.
The topology improvisation approach was utilized to suggest new topologies and further
improvise existing unit cells. This method iteratively improves a previously usable unit cellular for
superior performance by maintaining a fixed relative density throughout [14]. To plan and
naturally produce bracket architectures under unambiguous limit conditions, enhancement
strategies were made [15]. Even though lattice truss unit cellular architectures have been
improvised using normal topology improvisation, it can be challenging to create and improvise
lattice truss architectures given the limitations of the structure. This is because it codes using a
sophisticated genetic algorithm with two stages. Because it relies on mass reduction to create
the best architectures, it may disregard those that demonstrate significant strength
enhancements with relatively few mass raises. When evaluating compound iterations, optimizing
a structure requires multiple iterations, each of which necessitates analyzing the new structure
with auxiliary software, making the process time-consuming, laborious, and computationally
intensive. Additionally, topology improvisation only permits the production of a small number of
improvised architectures in comparison to a particular reference design. As potential solutions
to this issue, data-based improvisation, and inverse design methods like machine learning
prediction, GANs, and correlation analysis may be investigated. In order to enhance the
mechanical and architectural characteristics of lightweight columns and cellular architectures, a
number of these strategies are utilized here.
The following chapters will go into detail on biomimicry architectures, light weight cellular
architectures, and data-driven artificial intelligence methods like machine learning prediction
2
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and GANs. Later, it will be explored how to improvise a variety of lightweight architectures using
inverse design for superior mechanical characteristics like buckling, compression strength,
natural frequency, energy mitigation, and elastic stress recovery in SMP (shape memory
polymers). Even though lattice truss unit cellular architectures have been improvised using
normal topology improvisation, it can be challenging to create and improvise lattice truss
architectures given the limitations of the structure. An overview of the observations, conclusions,
and suggested courses of action based on the findings is then given.
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Chapter 2. Light Weight Architectures
Lightweight architectures are porous, sufficiently rigid, and robust materials, such as
closed and open cell foams [16]. The lattice truss architectures, which are made by
interconnecting different truss elements in three dimensions, are one type of open cell foam.
Stretching and flexural dominated architectures can be identified based on the quantity of truss
components and points in these architectures. While predominantly flexural in nature’s elements
architectures fail by the flexural or buckling of the trusses, predominantly stretching in nature’s
elements architectures fail through the stretching of the truss parts [16]. The design criteria and
choice of lattice truss architectures are influenced by the mode of failure; predominantly
stretching in nature’s elements architectures are better suited for load carrying practical
implementation and predominantly flexural in nature’s elements architectures are better suited
for shock mitigation practical implementation. The closed-cell foams are irregular foam-like
architectures or cellular architectures with thin walls, like hexagonal honeycombs. These
architectures break down completely, either by buckling, flexural, or rupture. These architectures
were the subject of numerous studies to investigate their behavior, fabrication methods, and
uses. For examples of different light-weight construction designs, see fig. 1.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Lightweight (a) lattice, (b) thin-walled architectures.
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Lattice truss unit cellular architectures with betterer performance and several benefits in
the architectural, thermal, impact, vibrational, and acoustic domains were proposed [17–21].
Among predominantly stretching in nature’s elements lattice truss unit cellular architectures, the
octet truss lattice structure ranks among the best truss-based lattice architectures [18]. Gyroid
and double gyroid architectures created using additive printing demonstrated reasonable impact
mitigation capabilities and an added advantage with the same rigidity in both axial directions
[19]. For improved energy mitigation, hollow micro truss lattice architectures have been
investigated [20]. Betterer damping performance hybrid sandwich panels were created using
pyramid truss architectures as the core [21]. Various computational and experimental studies
were performed by multiple groups to support the recommended architectures. The linear and
nonlinear characteristics of lattice truss architectures were investigated using continuum theory
models [18, 22–25]. The octet truss lattice cell's practical FEA tires were initially studied by
Deshpande and Fleck. Lattice cored sandwich structure manufacturing strategies and
architectural performance were studied by several groups [26–29]. The production of titaniumcored, bio-inspired kagome sandwich panels using selective laser melting (SLM). These sandwich
architectures outperform hexagonal honeycomb aerospace core constructions in terms of
compressive and shear qualities, as has been demonstrated [26]. Photopolymerization or SLA is
used to print and co-cure a number of lattice core sandwich structures manufactured from
epoxy-based photopolymer resin and carbon fiber reinforced sandwich plates made as face
sheets. Compressive and flexural characteristics of the sandwich constructions were evaluated
[27]. Graded lattice core sandwich architectures that produce least weight sandwich
architectures are assessed for their flexural response [28]. Sandwich cells made of CFRP with a
tetrahedral core were created using silicon rubber molds, and their compressive and shear
strengths were evaluated [29].
It is well known that the lightweight lattice truss core in sandwich architectures
contributes significantly to the sandwich's overall load carrying capability. The development of
additively manufacturing has made it possible to construct lattice core with extremely
complicated geometrical configurations. The following is a list of factors that affect the acoustic
performance of acoustic insulation A archetype for the modulus of cellular architectures was
5
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created by Gibson and Ashby [30] based on the linear-elastic characteristics at varying relative
specific densities:
𝐸∗
𝐸𝑠
𝐸∗
𝐸𝑠

𝜌∗ 2

= c1( )

(1)

𝜌𝑠

is the unit cellular's relative density, 𝐸 ∗ is the porous structure's elastic modulus, 𝐸𝑠 is

the base material's elastic modulus, and c1 is the geometric constant of proportionality that may
be calculated from the experimental results. The c1 value for the octet unit cellular is determined
to be 0.09 based on the results of the experiments at different densities, as shown in Fig. 2. (see
Fig. 2)

Figure 2. Gibson-Ashby archetype evaluations.
Biomimicry cellular architectures with thin walls, such as hexagonal honeycombs, plant
stalks, bones, muscles, beetle wings, etc., are widely studied for their outstanding particular
stiffness, strength, and energy mitigation FEA tires [30–36]. Hexagon-shaped cellular
architectures that were based on hexagonal honeycombs have been the subject of several
research and refinements [31]. The stalks of several plant species, such as bamboo, rice, and
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square stalks, served as motivation for the construction of cylindrical columns which have
buckling capacities seven times more than solid columns and hollow cylinders [32, 33]. The
creation of rigid, thin-walled carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) tubes that are reinforced by
foam cylinders resembles the luffa sponge's that consists of a hierarchical structure that is biocellular different densities of micro and macro holes [34]. The inner architectures of tabular
bones and muscles served as motivation for the design of energy-absorbing and impact-resistant
tubular sections, which demonstrated a 176% improvement in energy mitigation for the third
level hierarchy compared to the first order [35, 36]. The invention of trabecular hexagonal
honeycomb architectures, which surpass ordinary quadrilateral tubes used in the crash box
beams of current gadgets and vehicles by a factor of five, was inspired by the Beetle Electra's
more effective energy-absorbing qualities [37]. It is thought that the secret lies in the frequency
improvisation of macroscale architectures factor in preventing harmful responses [38].
According to research, the Hooke's law-based computational homogeneous strategy
(CHT) may be used to calibrate the useful characteristics of cellular architectures. The generalized
Hooke's law based on the CMT may be used to determine the stiffness matrix of cellular unit
architectures. In this work, a twofold rotational symmetry is included into each unit cell. As a
result, Hook's law will look like this:
𝐶11 𝐶12 𝐶13
𝜎̅11
𝐶21 𝐶22 𝐶23
𝜎̅22
𝐶31 𝐶32 𝐶33
𝜎33
=
𝜎̅23
0 0 0
𝜎̅13
0 0 0
(𝜎̅12 ) ( 0 0 0

𝜀̅11
0 0 0
𝜀̅22
0 0 0
𝜀̅33
0 0 0
, 𝐶𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗𝑖 and 𝛾̅ = 2𝜀̅
𝛾̅23
𝐶44 0
0
𝛾̅13
0 𝐶55 0
0
0 𝐶66 ) (𝛾̅12 )

(2)

Here 𝜎̅ and 𝜀̅ are cellular unit's corresponding stress tensors, respectively. Using six
boundary conditions—three uniaxial compressions and three shear deformations—and one nonzero component of the strain tensor, it is possible to determine the effective stiffness matrix of
each unit cellular.
𝐶11 =
𝐶22 =

𝜎̅11
𝜎̅22
𝜎̅33
, 𝐶21 =
, 𝐶31 =
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜀̅11 ≠ 0;
𝜀̅11
𝜀̅11
𝜀̅11

𝜎̅22
𝜎̅33
𝜎̅33
, 𝐶23 =
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜀̅22 ≠ 0; 𝐶33 =
, , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜀̅33 ≠ 0;
𝜀̅22
𝜀̅22
𝜀̅33
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𝐶44 =

𝜎̅23
𝜎̅13
𝜎̅12
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛾̅23 ≠ 0; 𝐶55 =
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛾̅13 ≠ 0; 𝐶66 =
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛾̅12 ≠ 0;
𝛾̅23
𝛾̅13
𝛾̅12

The aforementioned archetype shows that the shape of each individual unit cellular determines
the stiffness qualities of the cellular unit architectures as
𝜎̅𝑖𝑗 =

∑ 𝐹𝑖𝑗
𝐴

where 𝐹𝑖𝑗 = c force,
A = c/s area.
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Chapter 3. Biomimicry
Biomimicry is the study of imitating natural processes, components, and architectures to
create or improve artificial counterparts with greater functionality. It took millions of years for
our nature’s elements to evolve, develop, and become what it is now. Nature’s elements adjust
its components through evolution so they can survive, grow, and prosper in their surroundings.
Over the course of hundreds and millions of years, several species have steadily changed and
evolved. By copying nature’s elements, greater materials, models, and buildings can be created
that would be impossible for humans to create on their own. The imitation of nature’s elements
has contributed significantly to many areas of engineering, including the manufacture of novel
materials, architectural design, robotics, textiles, electronic gadgets, artificial muscles, etc. [41].
It is important to remember that artificial neural networks, a key component of many machine
learning models, are modeled after how the human brain works. In architectural biomimicry,
hexagonal honeycombs RVE as a motivation for the cellular cored sandwich architectures that
have been intensively explored for their low weight, superior load carrying, and energy mitigation
capabilities [42]. Armadillo and fish skin are utilized to create multi-layered body armors [43, 44].
The biology of plants has been the subject of numerous studies to comprehend and emulate
specific FEA in producing innovative technologies that outperform traditional synthetic products.
To further focus the literature, this section focuses on plant-based biomimicry practical
implementation.
One of the oldest and most important natural groups on Earth, the plant kingdom governs
and sustains a wide range of other organisms and ecological processes. Plant species educate
humanity in a variety of scientific and research areas through slow yet careful evolution. Humans
were able to better understand the Earth's environment, develop agriculture, establish
civilizations, and build technology after the stone age by observing nature’s elements and the
evolution of plants. To create and develop their tools, humans have borrowed ideas from and
replicated elements of nature’s elements.
Water plants like the lotus have the ability to clean themselves, which is one application
of plant-based biomimicry. In order to create façade paints, tiles, self-cleaning glasses, and places
where hydro-degradation occurs, the extreme hydrophobicity of lotus blooms has been imitated
9
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[45, 46]. The fluid motion of plants and the light energy they store via photosynthesis have served
as motivation for the development of biohybrid models like microfluidic devices [47, 48]. Another
source of motivation for the design of textiles is the flow of liquids and waters within plants,
which serve as representational volume elements. To improve comfort in humid conditions,
moisture-management materials can transfer sweat-generated water to the fabric's outside
surface. Since plant architectures are mimicked, these textiles are more successfully created than
conventional fabrics [49]. George de Mestral was inspired to develop Velcro by the hooks on
plant burrs [50]. Pummelo is used as motivation to build buildings with decent damping
characteristics [51]. A thick layer of skin made up of porous layers surrounds the flesh of this fruit.
The fruit's skin shields it from impact injury as it falls to the ground. These characteristics of the
fruit were observed and imitated to produce metallic foam cells that were light in weight and had
excellent damping characteristics. It is also popular to use plant biomimicry in architectural
design. The beautiful shapes of flowers like lilies and plant cells have been used as motivation for
furniture design [52]. The use of bamboo, which is thought of as a strong composite material, is
being investigated for constructions with larger architectural capacity. As a usage in creating
engineered composite materials, the helical reinforcing of bamboo fibers is researched [53]. The
tendril structure of plants has been replicated by creating polymeric artificial muscles by adding
twists to precursor fibers [54, 55]. SEM was used to study the microscale surfaces of hydrophobic
plants in order to better understand how they self-clean.
A major mode of failure for thin columns or columns under axial compressive buckling. It
is important to avoid this kind of failure mode when designing architectural elements so that the
materials' full load-bearing capability can be utilized. The geometrical shape of columns or
columns is traditionally improvised; for example, drum-shaped columns have larger buckling
loads than homogeneous cylinders [56]. The reason hollow or porous columns typically have
betterer buckling load bearing capacity than solid columns with the same quantity of material is
that the materials around the rod axis do not offer significant flexural load bearing capacity. Plant
stalk and roots typically have porous architectures, as was previously mentioned. It may
therefore be possible to create artificial columns or columns with greater buckling load bearing
capacity by modeling their porous architectures. See a schematic of a porous structure in Fig. 3
10
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on the left. In addition to animals' quills, seashells, and hexagonal honeycombs, plants frequently
have porous architectures. These organic shapes can be idealized as the biomimetic architectures
seen on Figure 3's right side. According to our understanding of the phenomena, these porous
architectures are decent candidates for the creation of biomimicry columns with improved
buckling load bearing capability. Based on biological architectures, improved buckling-resistant
columns or columns are designed and tested.

Figure 3. Schematic of biomimicry architectures learned from the nature’s elements.
3.1. Buckling capacity analysis of the biomimicry columns
For several sample biomimicry columns, Figure 4 shows the mass vs. normalized buckling
capacity, compressive stress, and axial deformation during stress and buckling analysis. For all
designs, the overall volume remains constant. As can be shown in Fig. 4A, the biomimicry
columns' normalized buckling capacities are more than twice as decent as those of solid and
hollow columns of equal mass. As a consequence, the biomimicry columns show a notable
improvement in buckling load bearing capability. According to Fig. 4B, when two biomimicry
columns have the same mass, their peak compressive stress is comparable to that of a solid rod.
11
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It is understood that biomimicry columns can be extremely light, and their maximal compressive
stress is better. Even the stress in the lightest rod, however, is far lower than the compression
strength of the polymer [9] as compared to strength. Compressive failure is thus prevented.
Compressive stress is representational volume element to have a same tendency in terms of the
axial deformation designed by stress analysis, indicating that biomimicry columns with the same
mass display the same axial deformation to control solid and hollow columns. The interior porous
structure and external form of the biomimicry columns have a substantial impact on the buckling
load, as seen in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 2A, bamboo stalks with a circular outer form are
significantly inferior to cactus and square-shaped stalks. It is crucial to remember that all of these
columns mimic the basic xylem-based stalk cross-sections, with the exception of roots, which are
entirely porous (hollow cylinders). The inner radii of these columns can be improvements to
improvement the load-bearing capability of the constructions against buckling.
3.2. Experimental validation
Fig. 5 compares the normalized buckling loads of the 3D printed biomimicry columns and
the columns from FEA simulations. It can be observed from the RVE that the modeling findings
and the experimental results are consistent. The compromise in additively manufacturing
catalyzed by low printing resolution is the main reason for the modest variation among the
experimental results and the simulated results. It should be mentioned that the simulations' rod
boundary conditions were modified to match the circumstances of the experiments.
Consequently, the FEA is verified.
One drawback in this study is with the additive manufacturing of the optimized
biomimetic rods. Since the rods have several porous elements within them and also the porosity
due to the density is high, it is hard to include all the feature while 3D printing. This is due to the
complexity in the designs, 3D printing system in use, material, and printing time. If a better
additive manufacturing technique can be used, or a machine with higher resolution and less time
requirement for the additive manufacturing process this could lead to much better replication of
the optimized rods. Nevertheless, the results presented below can be taken as good
representation of the study as the designs carry majority of the recommendations.
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Figure 4. (A) normalized buckling capacity, (B) compressive stress, and (C) axial deformation,
respectively with respect to mass.

Figure 5. Experimental validation for 3D printed rods.
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Chapter 4. Data Driven Artificial Intelligence
When building the biomimicry columns that are discussed in the third chapter, it was
designed that there are some drawbacks to directly copying architectures to achieve the best
designs. First, manually designing, analyzing, and comparing all potential designs is extremely
taxing and not primal. Second, even if the designs allow for the deduction of an ideal set of
architectures, it is thought that even better designs with betterer architectural capacities exist.
Combining these biomimicry designs also makes it hard to investigate all conceivable
architectures or the structure design space. To find the best columns, a design improvisation
strategy should be utilized.
The development of additively manufacturing technology and sophisticated design tools
has made it possible to manufacture lattice cores with extremely complex geometrical
configurations, even though several lattice truss unit cells and cellular architectures with thin
walls have been proposed with various practical implementation. Lattice core innovation is
therefore necessary to further improvement the load bearing capability of lattice cored
sandwiches. There is thought to be a sizable uncharted area of cellular architectures that can
outperform their biomimicry equivalents.
Numerous groups have proposed new architectures while optimizing the lattice truss unit
cellular architectures that already exist. By maintaining a fixed relative density throughout, this
approach iteratively improved a previously usable unit cellular for betterer performance [57]. By
employing this strategy, the researchers were able to produce novel optimal lattice truss unit
cellular architectures (ORC, OQSO) that were 5% and 38% stiffer than octet truss lattice truss unit
cellular architectures in the usual (001) direction [57]. To compensate for the constituents of the
octet truss lattice unit cellular’ s elastic anisotropic character, researchers produced elastically
isotropic unit cells by combining a variety of fundamental unit cells, including the simple cubic
unit cellular, the octet unit cellular, etc. [58]. By using an inverse improvisation strategy, Messner
[59] improved an iso-truss lattice, which demonstrated a 50% raise in stiffness over the octet
truss lattice. Yang and Li [60] created a cuttlebone-like lattice utilizing topology improvisation
and showed that the new lattice had 141.96% raise in relative collapse strength as compared to
octet truss lattice. A uniform octet-truss lattice structure's density distribution and macro
14
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topology were both improvised by Yang et al (61).'s multiscale fuzzy improvisation (FO) approach.
Nasrullah et al. [62] demonstrated that the octet truss lattice has the highest crashworthiness,
and following topological improvisation showed that twisted lattice truss architectures with 20%
relative density may generate the better specific energy mitigation. All the trusses under
discussion behave similarly, according to Watts [63], with anisotropic trusses yielding stronger
architectures for a given load. To discover the stiffest possible multiscale architectures
constructed of micro-architected materials, he used topological improvisation. A multi-objective
genetic algorithm with Kriging support was used by Song et al. [64] to build the biggest specific
modulus octet-truss (OCT) cellular materials. They intended for a further improvement in weight
bearing capacity to be possible by optimizing the sizes of OCT. In addition to biomimicry existing
cellular architectures like the hexagonal honeycomb, topology improvisation has been
extensively used to suggest and improvise specific cellular designs for greater performance in
various practical implementation (65-67). Using a multiscale topology improvisation approach,
greater natural frequency inhomogeneous cellular materials are created (68).
Although lattice truss unit cellular architectures have been improved using standard
topology improvisation, developing, and optimizing cellular architectures under the given
architectural boundary conditions or restrictions may be challenging. This is because it employs
an advanced two-stage genetic algorithm. The best constructions are produced using this
method, which may overlook those that exhibit a substantial improvement in strength with little
mass boosts. Multiple iterations are required to improvise a structure, and each iteration
requires analyzing the new structure using auxiliary software, which makes the procedure
complicated, time-consuming, and computationally intensive, especially when evaluating
compound iterations.
4.1. Machine learning
Machine learning is the branch of computer science and an artificial intelligence that
utilizes data to automatically learn through experience. Models can be taught to learn from the
data provided via machine learning, and these models can then be utilized to predict or
categorize additional untrained data. Reduced human involvement, complex programming, and
computation time are all huge benefits. Unsupervised learning and supervised learning are the
15
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two formal contexts in which machine learning may be understood. Learning under supervision
necessitates data with known input and output values. Unsupervised learning, on the other hand,
uses inputs without labels. The data utilized in this dissertation include inputs such as
architectural characteristics like mass, volume, and structure as well as outputs such as the
intended mechanical qualities.
To predict the mass, load, and natural frequency of each cellular unit, for instance, a
variety of machine learning strategies were used. Support vector regression models were used
to estimate the mass values of the cellular architectures (SVM). The SVM archetype looks for the
best hyperplane that fits under a particular threshold value rather than seeking to minimize the
difference between actual and predicted values. The MATLAB toolbox implements the built-in
linear epsilon insensitive SVM (SVM) regression. The objective of this archetype is to find a
function f(x) such that the observed response values (yn) do not deviate by more than for each
training point x. SVM forecasts new values using the following function (89):
∗
𝑓(𝑥) = ∑𝑁
𝑛=1(𝑎𝑛 − 𝑎𝑛 ) (𝑥𝑛 𝑥) + 𝑏

(5)

where 𝑁 = number of observations,
𝑥𝑛 = set of observation,
𝑛 = observations,
𝑎𝑛 , 𝑎𝑛∗ = non-negative multiplier for observations 𝑥𝑛 .
To predict the load and natural frequency, a kernel-based probabilistic archetype known
as Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is used. To get the response, the GPR models employ a set
of random latent variables for which any finite number of them have a Gaussian distribution. The
GPR archetype serves the following purposes (90):
𝑃(𝑦𝑛 |𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ), 𝑥𝑛 ) ~ 𝑁(𝑦|ℎ(𝑥𝑛 )𝑇 𝛽 + 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ), 𝜎 2 )

(6)

where 𝑦𝑛 = response variables,
𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ) = zero mean, 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ),
ℎ(𝑥𝑛 )𝑇 = transformation function from the original FEA true vectors into new FEA true
vectors,
𝜎 2 , 𝛽 = error variance and coefficients, respectively.
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Numerous technical practical implementations, such as the identification of novel
polymers, compounds, and architectures, make extensive use of machine learning [69–72].
Machine learning strategies such as forward regression and classification have been applied in
the fields of material, medical, chemical, and architectural engineering, replacing labor-intensive
simulations and experimental comparisons that are expensive and time-consuming. The search
for novel thermoset shape memory polymers with improved elastic stress recovery has been
aided by the use of convolutional neural networks (CNN) and other machine learning strategies
[72]. Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) has been used in the property assessments of polymers to
control non-linear correlations and give a material design process that hastens the discovery of
novel polymers [73]. According to research, Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is better suited
to forecasting the uncertainty and confidence intervals of polymers and their characteristics [74].
Other machine learning methods, such as Gradient Boosting Algorithms, Decision Trees, and Knearest Neighbors, have also been shown to be better accurate at predicting FEA tires [74]. With
an average discrepancy of 0.492%, neural networks are used to simulate the stress distributions
in the aorta wall based on the findings of FEA (FEA) [75].
Support vector regression models are used to imply a direct link between the input and
output of the components. This eliminates the requirement for challenging numerical iterations
and allows for the creation of the internal deformation field [76]. Gaussian Process Regression
(GPR) has been used by the same group, and they have come to the conclusion that it is more
suitable for predicting a better uncertain/confidence interval of polymers and their
characteristics [77]. Support vector machines (SVM), which are regarded as being especially
effective in real value function estimation, have been used to forecast the mechanical and
architectural characteristics of cement [78, 79]. Regression trees have been used to predict the
mechanical characteristics of carbon fibers, such as the longitudinal and transverse elastic
modulus and shear modulus, using data from finite element modeling [80]. Support vector
regression models have been applied in order to create FEA models that can clearly identify a
relationship between the input and output of the components. This eliminates the requirement
for challenging numerical iterations and allows for the construction of the internal deformation
field [81]. Ensemble approaches have been used to characterize the bio-mechanical behavior of
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breast tissues under compressive forces using the results of FEA models [82]. Machine learning
is utilized in the design of auxetic complex structures to avoid heavy computational and analytical
workload [83]. Neural networks and inverse design methods are utilized to create spinodal
complex structures with raised anisotropic stiffness [84]. Neural networks were also used to build
and modify 3D chiral metamaterial with high chiroptical response, avoiding time-consuming
numerical calculations [85]. To implement machine learning, numerous factors including creating
the data, data filtering, fingerprinting the data, archetype training and execution are necessary.
The use of machine learning to forecast the buckling characteristics of biomimicry columns, the
compression strength of lattice truss unit cells, and the natural frequencies of thin-walled cellular
unit architectures will be discussed in the parts that follow.
4.2. Database formation
4.2.1. Biomimicry columns
The biomimicry columns developed in this study are depicted on the right side of Figure
3 and combine the exterior shape (upper left) and interior microstructure (bottom left) of their
biological counterparts. There are 21 fundamental biomimicry columns that were made from the
schematics in Fig. 3's right-hand corner. The external stalk forms of the rice plant, bamboo,
cactus, square (mint, cup plant), bulrush, papyrus, and she-oak plants, as well as the interior
porous architectures of the roots, hedgehog quills, seashells, and she-oak plants, were combined
to produce the biomimicry columns. But for machine learning, 21 columns are not enough. A
total of 1500 columns were produced for modeling in this experiment. Based on the 21
fundamental columns, these extra columns were made by altering the columns' pore positions,
size distributions, and shapes, among other things. Table 1 lists the quantity of extra columns
produced for each group.
The biomimicry columns were grouped into seven categories in Table 1 based on their
external forms. Each rod or column was 10 cm tall and had an identical overall volume (volume
of the solid substance + volume of the pores). A round rod with a diameter of 1 cm was used to
determine the volume, which was 7.85 cm3. As control columns for comparison, solid and hollow
cylinders with an inner diameter of 0.5 cm and an outside diameter of 1 cm were used. In addition
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to the 1 cm outside diameter for both solid and hollow columns, two additional outside sizes of
1.5 cm and 2.0 cm were also tested, for a total of 6 control columns.
Table 1. Biomimicry columns database
External shape

Primary designs

Extended Database (a total of
1,500)

Bamboo, rice

91 dummy columns

Square plant

81 dummy columns

Bulrush

71 dummy columns

Cactus

81 dummy columns

She-oak

50 dummy columns

Sedge

50 dummy columns

4.2.2. Lattice unit cellular data formation
It is crucial to establish specific boundary conditions for the method's consistent
execution in order to generate every FEAsible combination of lattice truss unit cell architectures.
Here, we take a cuboid with 27 points (Fig. 6(a)) into consideration. This cuboid may be broken
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into eight symmetric little cubes, each of which has eight points on the edges. Single truss
elements may be created by joining every point to its neighbor, and multiple truss elements can
be combined to create a wide variety of 2D isotropic and anisotropic lattice truss unit cell
architectures. This complete cube's one by eight can be viewed as an RVE (Fig. 6(b)) to produce
every symmetric lattice unit cellular that is conceivable. This decreases the complexity of
managing data and simplifies the data size while conserving computer capacity.
To construct the full lattice unit cellular, spin the one by eight cube into each of the final
seven mirror images. Other anisotropic combinations, including stretching and predominantly
flexural in nature’s elements lattice cells, can be produced using the complete cube's (27 points)
RVE to create architectures that might be the best under direction-dependent loading situations.
When building the training database using ANSYS workbench, a constant truss diameter, material
specifications, meshing size, and boundary conditions are established for all the fingerprints or
all the lattice truss architectures for consistency's sake. The RVE is used to produce all possible
combinations using the MATLAB function "combnk" for combination enumeration. There are 176
different components that may be constructed inside the RVE. Lattice truss unit cellular
architectures and a number of specific patterns are formed to cover constructions with
somewhere between 4 and all 176 parts. Thus, a large design space with around a million
different lattice unit cellular patterns can be created.

Figure 6. RVE for lattice truss unit cells with (a) 27 vertices, (b) one-eight part of RVE for
orthotropic unit cells.
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4.2.3. Cellular unit cellular data formation
Thin-wall cellular unit cellular architectures are the primary focus of this work since they
have greater natural frequencies than hexagonal honeycomb and other biomimicry designs. For
ease in creating modern designs, the height of every unit cellular and the thickness of its walls
are fixed. In a 2D format, a RVE (RVE) with 9 vertices is created, as seen in Figure 7. Several lines
can be created connecting any two surrounding vertices using the vertices of the RVE. A quarter
of the unit cellular can be created by joining a few lines that connect several nearby vertices.
Now, a 2D image may be created by mirroring this arrangement of lines along the horizontal and
vertical axes. A complete 3D unit cellular is created by giving the lines thickness and extruding
them in the third dimension.

Figure 7. RVE for thin-walled unit cells with nine vertices.
4.3. Fingerprinting
Any machine learning model that wants to intercept the architectural designs has to be
able to identify the designs. The process of fingerprinting involves transforming each specific
design into a machine-readable code or sequence. For this reason, each design and each new FEA
true inside a design is given a specific identification. The parts that follow give a full rundown of
fingering various designs.
4.3.1. Biomimicry columns fingerprinting
The biomimicry columns are made up of multiple smaller hollow cylinders with many sizes
and an exterior circular shape with an inside circular surface. Each design uses a separate set of
these shapes. Each smaller circle, the inner circle, and its location in reference to the origin of the
coordinate model are assigned a specific number. Each design was checked to make sure the
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origin was at the middle of the outer circle. For the purpose of simplicity, the small circles that
make up porosity are all given the same diameter. Each new-shape design is given a specific
number in this manner. The biomimicry patterns consist of seven larger outer circles with
numbers 1 through 7, six smaller inner circles with numbers 8 through 13, and three smaller inner
circles with numbers 14 through 16. The fingerprints are made up of these numbered shapes.
The 1500 biomimicry columns in Table 1 are all treated in a manner that is comparable. The final
fingerprint for the rod consisted of a single vector with different values that represented each
component of the rod. There are around 400 small spherical holes in some designs, such as the
root cross-section, which implies that there are 400 more variables in the fingerprint vector in
addition to the outer circle. Every one of the 400 variables has a distinct place, and hence, a
distinct number. For example, the fingerprint of a rod with an outer, inner, and ten small cylinders
is "1, 9, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 1410". It specifically describes a rod made
up of an inner circle number 9, an outer circle number 1, and smaller circles numbers 141, 142,
143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, and 1410. The following will explain what the numbers signify.
For instance, the number 141 denotes a tiny circle or cylinder, and the number 1 designates the
specific little circle (14) at a defined location within the cylinder.
4.3.2. Lattice truss unit cellular architectures fingerprinting
There is no established strategy for identifying the lattice truss unit cellular architectures
in machine learning. Depending on the nature of the incoming data, fingerprints should be
thought of as a logical numerical sequence that maintains consistency across the Database. The
numbers of the two lattice points that the element links, which are assigned to each lattice point
in the RVE, are used to specifically identify each lattice unit cellular. For symmetric lattice truss
unit cellular architectures, the eighth of the 27-point cuboid is taken into account for computing
RVE. For instance, the lattice unit cellular (12 24 46) represents three elements by linking the
points 1, 2, and 4, respectively, of elements 12, 24, and 46 in the eighth section.
It being a symmetric unit cellular, these three components must be rotated into each of
the remaining seven mirror planes of the 27-point cuboid to produce the whole lattice unit
cellular. In the case of asymmetric lattice truss unit cellular architectures, the 27-point cuboid is
regarded as the RVE, and all the components present in the lattice unit cellular combine to create
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the fingerprint (Fig. 6). With the fingerprints serving as predictors (input) and desirable attributes
like mass, uniaxial compressive along primary direction, and uniaxial compressive with rotational
load direction serving as response variables, several databases are independently generated
(outputs). For use with machine learning algorithms, these fingerprints are further converted into
a vector of 1s and 0s. The fingerprint vector is created by having 1s where there is an element in
the design and 0s for the other locations. This is done by associating one constant location with
each element. Even while the vector representation of the lattice truss unit cellular architectures
by the names of the elements will be easy for human comprehension, a further modification of
these vectors in 1s and 0s is more suited for AI models.
To further explain, all combinations of symmetric and asymmetric lattice truss unit
cellular architectures can be created by connecting different combinations of points using the
one eighth component of the RVE (Fig. 6(B)). Here, the numbers 1 to 27 are assigned to each
point of the complete RVE. Eight points in the RVE, numbered from 1 to 8, make up an eighth
part. The element bridging each pair of numbers' respective positions is shown. The formation of
elements is limited to connecting only points that are immediately adjacent to each other to
maintain consistency and meaningful connectivity. For example, point 1 can only form an
element by connecting to points 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and/or 8, which are immediately adjacent to point
1, but not with any other points from points 9 to 27 because there will be another point among
point 1 and points 9 to 27. An element generated by joining points 1 and 2 is seen in example
(12).
The fundamental and complementary components listed in Table 1 are all that are
required to create symmetric lattice truss architectures. The symmetric lattice unit cellular
fingerprints are the elements utilized to name each of the primary elements in this context. For
instance, a symmetric lattice unit cellular would be (12 24 46). The components from one eighth
of the 27-point cuboid, 12, 24, and 46, are utilized to represent the (12, 24, 46) lattice unit cellular
as a fingerprint. The complimentary elements that are attached to each primary element in Table
1— (13, 15) for 12, (26, 34, 37, 56, 57) for 24, and (47, 67) for 46—are crucial for maintaining
symmetry. Now, other primary element combinations can be created with the "combnk"
function. Symmetric lattice truss unit cells may be created by using mirror rotations and
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complimentary elements. The cuboid with 27 points is regarded as RVE for forming direction
dependent primal asymmetric lattice truss unit cellular architectures. Table 1 cannot be utilized
in this situation because asymmetric lattice truss unit cellular architectures are created by
randomly combining elements inside the RVE. As a result, the number of components that make
up a specific lattice unit cellular are known in advance, and other combinations are created using
the same "combnk" function. Asymmetric lattice truss unit cellular architectures made up of the
43 elements in the fingerprint include, for instance, (12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519
1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627 2021 2124 2427 18 89 813 815 819 821
825 82725 23 35 28 58 46 47 67 46 68 78 45 27). When an element (12, 13, 15, etc.) includes two
digits, it means that it was made by connecting two points, with the first number representing
one point and the second digit representing the other. In the elements with three digits (213,
519, 911, etc.), the first digit represents one point, while the next two represent the number of
additional points. For elements with four digits (1314, 1415, 1015, etc.), the first two digits stand
in for one point, while the following two digits stand in for the other point.
Further transformation of these fingerprints into vectors of 1s and 0s improves
performance of machine learning algorithms. Every RVE is assigned a fixed place in the fingerprint
vector for this reason. Now, given a specific fingerprint, all the locations where an element is
present are named as 1s, while all the other locations are named as 0. Assume, for instance, that
a sample RVE has just 10 pieces overall. Then a unit cellular fingerprint made up of each of the
ten components is shown as (1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1). For a unit cellular consisting of 4 elements whose
positions are defined as 1, 3, 5 and 7 will look like (1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0). Example of a fingerprint
from the actual RVE defined in this study will look like (1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000001110100000000 00000000000000011101000000000000000
00000111010000000000000 000000011101000000001110100000
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0).
The vertices are named from 1 to 27 and the dotted lines connecting two adjacent vertices
are the truss elements. Fingerprinting for lattice unit cellular in figure 8 will be of the form, (12
13 15 24 26 213 37 39 34 410 414 48 56 57 519 68 616 622 711 78 812 817 823 910 911 1012
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1015 1112 1121 1218 1224 1314 1316 1415 1417 1518 1625 1617 1718 1726 1827 1922 1920
2021 2023 2124 2223 2225 2324 2326 2427 2526 2627).
In this case, 12 refers to the truss element joining vertices 1 and 2, 13 to the truss element
joining vertices 1 and 3, and so on. The element linking vertices 1 and can be designated as either
12 or 21 because the element's name is independent of the sequence. The machine learning
algorithms will treat 12 as a category variable because it has no value.
Example:

Figure 8. Sample cubic lattice unit.
Table 2. Primary and their complementary elements to form symmetric lattice truss unit cellular
architectures
Primary Elements

Complementary Elements

12

13

15

16

14

17

24

34

37

25

23

35

28

38

58

46

47

67

48

68

78

45

27

36

56

18
25

57
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4.3.3. Cellular unit cellular fingerprinting
Because all designs for cellular unit architectures are produced by duplicating the RVE
along the horizontal and vertical axes and have the same wall thickness and height, these
characteristics are not useful for machine learning and may be eliminated from the fingerprints.
As a result, the fingerprinting procedure is reduced to the initial RVE, which simply consists of
thin lines joining the 3 by 3 matrix's 9 vertices. All the vertices are named from 1 to 9 for the
fingerprinting process, and each line created by joining adjacent vertices is given the names of
the two vertices it joins. The fingerprint of a unit cellular is now created by combining the names
of all the lines that make up that unit cellular. In Figure 9B, for instance, the lines 14, 15, and 24,
respectively, connect the vertices 1 and 4, 1 and 5, and 2 and 4. The names of the remaining lines
are similarly called, and the sum of all of them (14 15 23 24 47 59 78 89) will RVE as the specific
fingerprint of a single unit cellular. For the purpose of producing the unit cellular for numerical
simulations, as previously mentioned, the fingerprint design from the RVE is mirrored into the
horizontal and vertical axes to produce a whole unit cellular. It is easy to infer a design from a
fingerprint or convert a design into a fingerprint using this fingerprinting strategy. In order to do
inverse design and forward regression for more accurate machine learning assessments, these
fingerprints are further turned into a vector of 1s and 0s. This is done by giving each of the
probable lines in the RVE a 20-vector space (12, 14, 15, 23, 24, 25, 36, 45, 47, 48, 56, 57, 58, 59,
68, 79, 89), putting a "1" in the vector if a certain fingerprint has that line of the form (0 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1). The same approach should be used to fingerprint all designs for logical
forward regression, and consistent boundary conditions should be provided for the generation
of all data points. The same approach should be used to fingerprint all designs for logical forward
regression, and consistent boundary conditions should be provided for the generation of all data
points in the inverse design.
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Figure 9. Entire RVE for thin-walled cells with rotations.
4.4. Machine learning prediction
This information can be utilized as input with the architectures created and fingerprinted.
The output is the necessary mechanical characteristics for each application, such as the uniaxial
compressive loads for the lattice truss unit cellular architectures, the natural frequency, and
compression strengths for the cellular unit architectures, and the buckling loads for the
biomimicry columns. The training Database formation processes and machine learning prediction
models for the prediction of the above-mentioned mechanical and architectural characteristics
are described in the following sections.
4.4.1. Buckling capacities analysis of the biomimicry columns
The information used in this study (biomimicry columns with uniaxial buckling loads)
comprises inputs for architectural characteristics such as mass, volume, and microstructure as
well as an output of the buckling strength of certain designs (columns). As a result, the Database
was trained using supervised learning. All the designs' mass, volume, and buckling strength were
directly utilized as FEA. Each distinct rod's mass, volume, buckling strength, and geometrical
fingerprints were all documented in an excel file. Most information on the biomimicry columns
created in Table 1's buckling capacity is unknown. Therefore, using FEA, the buckling capabilities
for each biomimicry rod were determined (FEA). ANSYS Workbench was used to analyze buckling
and stress. All of the designs were made using Polylactic Acid (PLA), which was produced
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additively by Hatch Box. With the use of a Q-TEST 150 device, the mechanical characteristics of
PLA during uniaxial compressive were assessed. The compressive of additively made components
was compressed in accordance with ASTM standard D695-1523 for this purpose. Five of the ten
printed samples were used for the modulus test and the other five were used for the strength
test. The measuring strategies and testing speed, which was 2 mm/min., complied with the
requirements in [86]. Table 3 provides a summary of the material's characteristics.
Table 3. Mechanical and architectural characteristics of 3D printable PLA
Material

PLA

Density

1,138 kg/m3

Poisson’s ratio

0.4

Young’s modulus

1.2424 GPa

Compression strength

55.3 MPa

Tensile strength

11 MPa

An example outcome is shown in Fig. 10; it was achieved by immediately importing the
stress vs. strain data from the uniaxial compressive test at room temperature into ANSYS as the
constitutive law. All of the columns in Table 1 were modeled and examined in ANSYS Design
Modeler under uniaxial compression. All the columns had the identical boundary conditions,
stress, meshing strategy, and height (10 cm) to ensure consistency. Euler's buckling analysis was
used in conjunction with static analysis to evaluate the rod response under a constant load. For
the buckling investigation, all the columns were modeled with the same uniaxial compressive
load (1000 N), one end fixed, and the other end supported by a pin. The actual buckling load for
each rod was determined by multiplying the ANSYS-provided buckling factor by the applied force
(1000 N). The kind of hexahedral element and ultimate element size of 0.1 mm were decided
after a convergence analysis was finished. from the example. The buckling load, load, dislocation,
weight, and volume of each rod were recorded from the archetype interface.
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Figure 10. Stress vs strain representation for a typical 3D printed compressive test sample.
In MATLAB, the Database was assessed using a variety of machine learning stratagys. The
remaining ten percent of the data were used to test the various strategies after ninety percent
of the data had been used to train the regression models. The mass, volume, and fingerprints
served as the inputs while the buckling strength served as the output for all regression models.
Because the output is a single variable that depends on several connected input factors, the
machine learning algorithm can easily establish a link between them. The effectiveness of the
machine learning algorithms in forecasting fresh data was assessed using fivefold crossvalidation. We may assess the performance of several pre-programmed machine learning
strategies using our data, and MATLAB offers the root mean square error (RMSE) of each
archetype prediction. It is the difference between the actual values seen and the predicted values
determined by the assessments. In comparison to other models like SVM, GPR, and neural
networks, the Ensemble Bagged Tree approach with a leaf size of eight was found to be the best
acceptable machine learning algorithm based on the RMSE for the data type under consideration.
The Database is divided into several subgroups in this archetype using an ensemble tree, and
each subset is trained individually. The average of the subgroup archetype assessments was used
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to construct the final forecast [87]. In comparison to individual subsets, the ensemble of all the
subsets produced an archetype that was far more robust. correlation of fingerprints through
forward design and buckling load. Figure 11 compares machine learning evaluations to actual
results or observations made by FEA. The archetype is more accurate the closer the observations
are to the prediction line, where the line represents evaluations, and the dots represent
observations. It is evident from Fig. 11 that the ensemble tree archetype provides the most
accurate prediction.

Figure 11. Comparison of evaluations vs. true responses using different machine learning models.
In the ensemble tree approach, the algorithms split the data set into various subsets at
random to make evaluations. Even while ensemble trees are based on the mean of forecasts from
subsets, precise values for evaluations may not be possible, this approach is extremely helpful in
handling complex data. Given that the present data type has huge vectors in its fingerprints,
ensemble tree appears to be a suitable archetype for regression using this data type. When the
archetype was ready for testing, it was exported to the MATLAB workspace. The workspace was
imported along with a table containing the same labels as the training data and a transformation
of the test data. The 'yfit' functions were used to forecast the buckling strengths of the test data.
The computed error percentage for the remaining test data was less than 10%, with the exception
of a few dummy points where the error rate was greater than 10%. Others have also used this
margin of error in the past [77-79]. The margin of error was used, but it is now evident that a
more precise comparison of the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the training and
testing data would be useful for analyzing any overfitting, which may be an issue with ensemble
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trees. We'll take this into account when we conduct more study. This archetype may therefore
be used to quickly calculate the buckling strength of any column that has data from training
models.
For the testing Database, the RMSE and MAE are calculated using the following formula:
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √(
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 −𝑦𝑖 )

𝑁

)

∑𝑁
𝑖=1|𝑦𝑖 −𝑥𝑖 |

(7)
(8)

𝑁

Were, RMSE = Root Mean Square Error.
MAE = Mean Absolute Error.
𝑥𝑖 = true values.
𝑦𝑖 = predicted values.
𝑁 = Total number of observations.
𝑖 = variable i.
4.4.2. Forward regression analysis for compressive stress of lattice truss unit cellular
architectures
The data are correlated using the MATLAB Regression Learner package, which contains a
variety of regression models. The performance of many machines learning strategies, including
Random Forest, Support Vector Models, and Gaussian Process Regression models, is evaluated
using the original Database. The rational quadratic GPR model, which had an RMSE of 0.20912,
performed the best. The expected vs. true response plots for mass and compression strength
(Fig. 12) show how well the evaluations made by machine learning match the actual values.

Figure 12. Prediction by GPR machine learning algorithm for lattice truss unit cells.
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Table 4. Comparison of various machine learning prediction archetype performances to predict
compressive and mass characteristics of lattice truss unit cellular architectures
Uniaxial compressive (Standard coordinate model)
Training Database
Machine

RMSE

learning strategy

(Root
Mean

Testing Database
MAE

R2

Square

(Mean
Absolute
Error)

Error)

RMSE
(Root
Mean

MAE (Mean
R2

Square

Absolute
Error)

Error)

Rational
quadratic
(Gaussian

0.20469

0.92

0.10348

0.522207

NA

0.436

Process
Regression)
Training Database
Machine

RMSE

learning strategy

(Root
Mean

MAE
R2

Square

(Bagged Tree)
Cubic

(Mean
Absolute
Error)

Error)
Ensemble

Testing Database
RMSE
(Root
Mean

MAE (Mean
R2

Square

Absolute
Error)

Error)

0.24138

0.88

0.11337

0.278609

NA

0.23717

0.89

0.13625

0.433322

NA

0.251

SVM

(Support Vector
Machine)
(table cont’d.)
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Uniaxial compressive (Standard coordinate model)
Training Database
Machine

RMSE

learning strategy

(Root
Mean

MAE
R2

Square

0.33009

(Mean
Absolute
Error)

Error)

Fine Tree

Testing Database

0.78

0.13227

RMSE
(Root
Mean

MAE (Mean
R2

Square

Absolute
Error)

Error)

0.522207

NA

0.436

Uniaxial compressive (45o coordinate model)
Training Database
Machine

RMSE

learning strategy

(Root
Mean

Testing Database
MAE

R2

Square

(Mean
Absolute
Error)

Error)

RMSE
(Root
Mean

MAE (Mean
R2

Square

Absolute
Error)

Error)

Rational
Quadratic

GPR

(Gaussian

0.26186

0.94

0.12043

0.2847

NA

0.221

0.28321

0.93

0.13955

0.3347

NA

0.251

0.28385

0.93

0.15415

Process
Regression)
Ensemble
(Bagged Tree)
Cubic

SVM

(Support Vector
Machine)
(table cont’d.)
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Mass
Machine

Training Database

learning strategy

RMSE

MAE

(Root
Mean

Testing Database

R2

Square

(Mean
Absolute
Error)

Error)

RMSE
(Root
Mean

MAE (Mean
R2

Square

Absolute
Error)

Error)

Rational
Quadratic

GPR

(Gaussian

0.26699

0.97

0.08

0.118

NA

0.01

0.38828

0.93

0.21917

0.00632

NA

0.004

(Support Vector 0.70689

0.76

0.50732

0.459

NA

0.04

0.90

0.27526

NA

0.3

Process
Regression)
Ensemble
(Bagged Tree)
Cubic

SVM

Machine)

Fine Tree

0.45214

0.305

The tables above compare various machine learning prediction models for predicting
compressive stress and mass. The regression is conducted in MATLAB. The training Database and
testing Database can be directly imported to the various machine learning methods using the
built-in machine learning prediction modules in MATLAB. All the regression models underwent a
five-hold cross-validation. The training period for the SVM and Gaussian process regression
models was 300 seconds, with 10 grid divisions. The minimum leaf size of 8 and 30 learners with
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a learning rate of 0.1 were utilized for the ensemble (bagged tree) and fine tree models,
respectively. The RSME, R-squared and MAE values in the above tables is available with each
training algorithm in the MATLAB regression learner application.
4.4.3. Forward regression for natural frequency and compressive load of cellular unit
architectures
A training set of 2,000 fingerprints is used to train machine learning models for forward
regression. To predict the mass, stress, and first natural frequency of each fingerprint under
uniaxial compression, ANSYS workbench tools are used to extract data from the training
database. When a structure is disrupted, it vibrates at its natural frequency. One issue with
lightweight architectures is still their susceptibility to impact stress and resonance to dynamic
load. By raising the natural frequency to avoid resonance and raise energy mitigation, these light
architectures can function better. In dynamic architectural loads, natural frequency is crucial [88].
Theoretical background
The equation of motion for a multi-degree-of-freedom model in matrix form may be
obtained from the Lagrange equations as:
[𝑚]𝑥⃗̈ + [𝑘]𝑥⃗ = 𝐹⃗

(9)

where [𝑚] and [𝑘] are the mass and stiffness matrices, 𝐹⃗ is the column vector of nonconservative generalized force and 𝑥⃗ is the column vector of generalized velocity.
Now the solution of the equation of motion for a conservative model corresponds to the
undamped free vibration of a model [31]. By assuming a solution of the form 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑋𝑖 𝑇(𝑡), 𝑖 =
1, 2, … , 𝑛, where 𝑋𝑖 is a constant and 𝑇 is a function of time 𝑡, and substituting it in Eq. 1 gives:
[𝑚]𝑋⃗𝑇̈(𝑡) + [𝑘]𝑋⃗𝑇(𝑡) = 0

(10)

Eq. 2 can be written in scaler form with 𝑛 separate equations as following:
𝑛

𝑛

(∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑗 𝑋𝑗 ) 𝑇̈(𝑡) + (∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗 𝑋𝑗 ) 𝑇(𝑡) = 0, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛
𝑗=1

(11)

𝑗=1

Eq. 3 will give the following relations:
−

𝑇̈(𝑡) (∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑘𝑖𝑗 𝑋𝑗 )
=
, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛
𝑇(𝑡) (∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑚𝑖𝑗 𝑋𝑗 )
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Since the Eq. 4 is independent of the index 𝑖 and t, both sides must be equal to a constant
𝜔2 , which leads to the following:
𝑇̈(𝑡) + 𝜔2 𝑇(𝑡) = 0

(12)

𝑛

∑(𝑘𝑖𝑗 − 𝜔2 𝑚𝑖𝑗 )𝑋𝑗 = 0, 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛

(13)

𝑗=1

[[𝑘] − 𝜔2 [𝑚]]𝑋⃗ = ⃗0⃗

(14)

To obtain a non-trivial solution, the determinant of the coefficient matrix of Eq. 7 must
be zero. This leads to the following:
∆= |𝑘𝑖𝑗 − 𝜔2 𝑚𝑖𝑗 | = |[𝑘] − 𝜔2 [𝑚]| = 0

(15)

For Eq. 8, 𝜔2 is the eigenvalue or the characteristic value and 𝜔 is the natural frequency
of the model.
Because the regression stratagy is made easier by the fact that the other natural
frequencies show a similar tendency to the first one, just the initial natural frequencies of the
cellular unit architectures are taken into consideration in this case. Using ensemble trees,
Gaussian Process Regression (GPR), and Support Vector Machines (SVM), all of which are verified
using the MATLAB regression analysis tool, the mass, maximum load, and natural frequency of
new cellular architectures are predicted. With an RMSE of 0.16628 N and 0.8031 Hz, respectively,
the GPR models had the greatest accuracy in predicting the maximum load and natural frequency
of cellular unit cellular architectures. The root mean squared error (RMSE) for the quadratic SVM
model's estimate of mass was 0.0048 kg. Figure 13 shows the prediction vs. response graphs for
the top regression models. The symmetric distribution of the points along the diagonal line
implies decent models. It should be noted that while GPR model worked best for this particular
dataset, several other models perform differently with different datasets. No one particular
machine learning regression model can be considered best. Depending on the data, dataset size
and type of machine learning model, the best suitable model for each type of data shall be
selected by comparing different models and their prediction accuracy.
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Figure 13. True Vs. Prediction responses for thin-walled unit cellular structures
A suitable filtering strategy or inverse design strategy must be developed to select or
suggest the best architectures from the enormous Databases of new evaluations, even though
forward regression models show promising results and can be utilized to estimate the
architectural characteristics of lightweight architectures quickly and with little computational
effort. On this basis, the subsequent chapter will present various improvisation strategies.
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Chapter 5. Optimization
5.1. Improvisation of biomimicry columns
After creating a strong machine learning prediction model, the next step in creating
biomimicry columns is to improve these designs to create even better columns with higher
buckling strengths. The quick validation of new concepts as well as the ease of design are
advantages of using machine learning software for improvisation. To anticipate the buckling
loads of the new designs, the algorithm needs to be provided with nothing more than their
fingerprints. For the forward prediction of several untrained fingerprints in the improvisation,
the developed machine learning stratagy is used. Compared to physically building each structure
one at a time, creating a code that creates different fingerprint patterns is far simpler. A MATLAB
algorithm is first created to produce all possible combinations inspired by the biomimicry
columns. More than a million possible combinations are created as a result.

Figure 14. Machine learning assisted framework for biomimicry columns.
Not all combinations, nevertheless, have more refined architectural characteristics.
Manually identifying a distinct pattern (number of internal microarchitectures) in the first few
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Databases helped determine the minimum and maximum porosity necessary for the columns to
outperform the semi-primal (1,500 biomimicry) columns. This originally aided in manually
trimming the data sets. EXCEL and MATLAB functions can be utilized to further filter non-primal
designs.
The "IF" function, ">" or "," and the "Index" function in Excel may be used to display the
filtered fingerprints and show values that are greater or smaller than a specific number (in this
case, the buckling load). In MATLAB, there is no indexing function. However, the desired
fingerprints from the projected Database can be found using the ">" or "" symbols, and the found
variables (fingerprints) can be called and defined in a new Database. Finally, a Database was
created that included 160 fresh designs (fingerprints) that outperformed the biomimicry columns
in the training Database in terms of buckling qualities.
To assess their performance, the best designs—those with greatest buckling strengths—
were chosen. Utilizing ANSYS, these new fingerprints were transformed into 3D CAD designs, and
their architectural characteristics were examined under uniaxial compression. The machine
learning framework, as well as potential practical implementation in biomimicry lattice
architectures, are shown in Figure 14. Table 5 lists all 160 of the modern designs.
These modern designs were subjected to the same uniaxial compressive simulation with
the same boundary conditions as the biomimicry columns. Figure 15 presents the findings. The
improvised columns that were inspired by the biomimicry columns through improvisation display
a buckling strength that is twice as better as the biomimicry columns in the first training
Database, as seen in Fig. 15. The stress distribution for different improvised columns is shown in
Figure 16. Great betterment can be observed in the buckling capacities of the new designs
compared to their biomimetic counterparts while withholding their strength.
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Table 5. The created primal designs from inverse design and improvisation
External shapes of improvised Primary
biomimicry designs

designs

with Number of primal designs in

improvised internal shapes

each type

Bamboo

50 columns

Square plant

40 columns

Cactus

50 columns

Bulrush

20 columns

Figure 15. Simulation results from ANSYS conducted on various improvised columns.
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Mass Vs CompressiveStress

9.00E+06

CompressiveStress (Pa)

8.00E+06

Square stem

7.00E+06
Solid Column
6.00E+06
Cactus stem

5.00E+06
4.00E+06

Hollow Column

3.00E+06

Middle

2.00E+06

Bamboo Column

1.00E+06
0.00E+00
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14

0.16

Mass (Kg)

Mass Vs Deformation
8.00E-03
Solid Column

Deformation (m)

7.00E-03
6.00E-03

Hollow Column

5.00E-03

Square stem

4.00E-03

Bamboo stem

3.00E-03

Cactus stem

2.00E-03
1.00E-03
0.00E+00
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14

Mass (Kg)

Figure 16. (A) Compressive stress and (B) axial deformation of improvised columns.
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5.2. Improvisation of lattice truss unit cells
To identify the lattice truss unit cellular architectures with the highest performance, the
machine learning models developed in the preceding section will be used to estimate the mass
and compressive stress of different untrained lattice unit cellular signatures. More than 500,000
specific combinations of untrained lattice truss unit cellular architectures are produced using the
MATLAB "nchoosek" function inside the boundary constraints of the RVE. Not all architectures
perform better even though a substantial Database of lattice truss unit cellular architectures can
be constructed. The octet unit cellular, which is frequently thought of as having betterer
architectural performance, is taken into consideration as the datum point for comparisons to
discover lattice truss unit cellular architectures with the best performance. Once a database with
many of these untrained combinations has been established, the GPR archetype is used to
anticipate their mass and compressive characteristics by employing the "yfit" function in a matter
of 15 minutes or less.
The benefit of adopting a machine learning approach here is that several lattice truss unit
cellular architectures can be evaluated for their effectiveness in a matter of minutes with little
manual labor and with conventional computational power. After anticipating the required FEA,
the vast Databases are compacted to only contain lattice truss unit cellular constructions that
surpass the octet truss lattice unit cellular. It requires time and physical labor to create the
training database, but if a strong regression archetype is used, data reduction and selection of
the best lattice truss unit cellular architectures may be performed rapidly. Additionally, with the
least amount of manual effort and time, all permutations within a specified set of boundary
constraints or limits may be evaluated. By altering the boundary conditions throughout the data
filtering process, it is possible to find lattice truss unit cellular architectures with any required FEA
(See Fig. 17 for pictorial representation). To determine the optimal lattice truss unit cellular
architectures for topology improvisation, any necessary boundary criteria may be established
using Excel data filtering or MATLAB coding. For instance, the filtering process may be used to
impose certain boundary restrictions, such as low mass, high compression strength, and
symmetric or orthotropic truss distribution along the unit grid, to carry out topology
improvisation. A filter is used to recover various fingerprints that have greater relative
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compressive (in proportion to overall density) than the Octet unit cellular since it is used as the
datum point in this inquiry. Once a Database composed of numerous ideal unit cells has been
built, more filters may be configured to retrieve fingerprints from the recently acquired Database.
These filters may be used to find fingerprints that have architectural symmetry in the unit cells,
as well as those that have a considerably lower mass or superior compression strength under
different loading orientations.

Figure 17. Schematic flowchart of improvisation process for lattice truss unit cells.
This plan is followed by the proposal of 20 primordial designs for symmetric lattice truss
unit cellular architectures that outperform octet truss lattice unit cellular in terms of mechanical
and architectural qualities (Table 6). It can seen that each unit cell formed by connecting various
number of trusses or rod elements in different orientations within the RVE. This causes changes
in the mass and mechanical properties of individual unit cell make it mostly dependent on the
structural orientation of the rod elements.
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Table 6. Selected primal lattice truss unit cellular architectures
Unit cells

Fingerprint

Unit cells

Fingerptin

Unit cells

Fingerprint

s

s

s

12 18 28

12 28 48

16 45 48

12 18 24

12 16 28

16 24 48

12 24 28

16 25 28

16 24 18

12 24 45

16 18 46

16 24 28

12 24 48

16 18 25

16 24

12 24 46

16 25 46

12 48 45

12 846

16 25 48
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5.2.1. Validation of the ML predicted unit cells
Using additively manufacturing, several of the ideal lattice truss unit cellular architectures
suggested in Table 6 were created and evaluated under uniaxial compression. The optimal lattice
truss unit cellular architectures are chosen, and the stereolithographic (STL) files of the 2D
architectures are modelled and produced using the Solidworks design application. These STL files
may be read by any 3D printer. A professional 3D printer (Pico 2) is used in the production process
to cure materials using a vat photopolymerization strategy. The photopolymer is utilized to
produce all unit cells. As shown in Fig. 18, three samples of each unit cellular are created with
various relative densities.
All of the samples were subjected to a uniaxial compressive test using an MTS machine
(ADMET eXpert 2610 Tabletop 5kN Universal Test Model) following postprocessing. To get the
stress-strain representations, the compression tests were carried out at a speed of 1 mm/min,
and the load and deformation for each sample were recorded. All of the samples evaluated were
subjected to ANSYS simulations under the identical boundary and material conditions. Boundary
conditions were added to the top and bottom surfaces of the unit cells to represent the
compressive behavior. While the bottom surfaces were fixed in the Z-direction, which was the
direction of the imposed load, the top surfaces on which the load was applied were granted free
movement in that direction. One of the other two directions on the top and bottom surfaces was
allowed to slide in order to take the effects of small sliding into account.
The mesh convergence for homogeneity of the identical architectures used in additive
manufacturing that were immediately imported into the ANSYS platform was confirmed. The
brittle fracture caused every lattice unit cell to break under little force. Fig. 19 shows non-linearity
brought on by flaws in the 3D produced lattice truss unit cellular architectures. In terms of
compression strength, sample with fingerprint (12 24 46) outperformed the other 3D printed
lattice truss unit cellular architectures. The modest difference among the experimental and
simulation representations for (12, 18, and 28) unit cells could be the result of support
protrusions that were not completely removed or additional cured polymer resin that was not
cleaned. Tables 7 and 8 show a list of additional ideal lattice truss unit cellular architectures that
have both symmetrical and asymmetrical configurations.
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Figure 18. Images of various 3D printed lattice truss unit cellular architectures.
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Figure 19. Validations for stress–strain representations of various primal lattice truss unit cellular
architectures.
After the numerical results are validated by experimental results on a portion of the unit
cells predicted by machine learning, further simulation analysis is carried out on more primal
lattice truss unit cellular architectures with varying mass to obese RVE the compressive and
tension stresses induced in the lattice elements under uniaxial compressive in different
directions. In both normal and angular directions, the suggested optimal lattice truss unit cellular
architectures, as shown in Fig. 20, exhibit lower elemental compressive and tensile stresses with
the same mass as the octet truss lattice structure.
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Figure 20. ANSYS simulation results for lattice truss unit cellular architectures compared with
octet truss lattice unit cell in different orientations.
Table 7. List of symmetric lattice truss unit cellular architectures
12 28

16 18 45

16 24

16 24 25

16 25

16 24 28

16 45

16 24 46

12 16 25

16 24 48

12 16 28

16 24 45

12 16 45

16 25 28

12 18 24

16 25 46

12 18 28

16 25 48

12 18 45
(table cont’d.)

16 25 45
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12 24 25

16 28 46

12 24 28

16 28 45

12 24 46

16 46 45

12 24 48

16 48 45

12 25 28
12 28 48
12 46 45
12 48 45
16 18 24
16 18 25
16 18 46
Table 8. List of asymmetric lattice truss unit cellular architectures
Asymmetric primal lattice unit cellular in normal direction (uni-directional)
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82725 23 35 28 58 46 47 67 46 68 78 45 27
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 24 34 37 56 57 26 25 23 35 28 38 58 46 68
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 242718 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 37 26 25 23 35 28 38 58 46 47 67
46 68 78 45
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 37 56 57 26 25 23 35 28 38 58 46
47
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 24 34 37 56 57 26 25 23 35 28 38 58 46 68 78 45 27
(table cont’d.)
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Asymmetric primal lattice unit cellular in normal direction (uni-directional)
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 242718 89 813 815 819 821 825 82725 23 35 46 47 67 46 68 78 45 27 36
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 25 23 35 28 46 47 67 46 68 78 45 27 36
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 24 34 37 56 57 26 28 67 46 68 78 45 27 36
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 24 34 37 56 57 26 25 68 78 45 27 36
12 13 15 213 1314 1415 1015 910 39 519 1316 1625 1518 1827 911 1121 1922 2225 2526 2627
1920 2021 2124 2427 24 34 37 56 57 26 25 23 35 28 38 58 78 45 27 36
16 14 17 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727 1923
2123 2325 2327 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 37 56 57 35 28 38 58 46 68 78 45 27 36
Asymmetric primal lattice unit cellular in 450 directions (uni-directional)
16 14 17 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727 1923
2123 2325 2327 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 37 56 57 26 25 23 35 28 45 27 36
16 14 17 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727 1923
2123 2325 2327 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 37 56 57 26 38 58 46 47 67 46 68 78
16 14 17 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727 1923
2123 2325 2327 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 37 56 57 26 25 23 35 48 68 36
16 14 17 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727 1923
2123 2325 2327 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727
1923 2123 2325 2327 56 57 26 25 23 35 46 47 67 45 27 36
16 14 17 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727 1923
2123 2325 2327 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 26 25 23 35 46 47 67 46 68 78
16 14 17 625 613 619 912 1227 1215 1221 79 719 721 49 413 415 1317 1517 1725 1727 1923
2123 2325 2327 18 89 813 815 819 821 825 82724 34 37 56 57 26 28 38 58 45 27 36
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Although the data filtering method mentioned above improvises the biomimicry columns
and lattice truss unit cellular architectures, it may be difficult to choose the required ideal
architectures from databases that comprise hundreds of thousands of designs. Not all design
requirements require manual filtering and large database administration. As a result, it's essential
to develop inverse design methods for architectural improvisation that go beyond database
administration. GANs are used to build primordial architectures with the right characteristics.
The next chapter offers a design framework for generating ideal lattice truss unit cellular
architectures based on their compression strengths and cellular unit architectures based on their
natural frequencies using inverse strategies constructed using GANs, forward regression, and
training databases.
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Chapter 6. Inverse Design
It takes a lot of human work and is equivalent to hard coding to retrieve the optimum
designs throughout the data filtering phase. This takes time, and it has been noted that,
particularly with large data sets including millions of data points, some of the ideal designs can
be overlooked. The goal of "architectures by design," which is to identify the best architectures
given desired architectural attributes, cannot be accomplished using this forward method. This
means that while better primal designs than those in the training Database can be proposed,
some ideal designs that are within a set of architectural boundary requirements, such as mass,
volume, strength, etc., cannot be proposed. This necessitates the development of a superior
machine learning strategy that can manage large Databases with less time and manual labor
while also predicting targeted ideal designs based on desired design restrictions.
For this, a Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)-based inverse design ML framework
is used. In contrast to forward machine learning, which forecasts certain desirable FEA of a
chemical or physical structure, inverse machine learning aims to anticipate an ideal structure
given the required attributes. Forward machine learning prediction is a straightforward approach
where we forecast numerical data (output) based on categorical data, in contrast to inverse
machine learning, which is the reverse of the preceding process and might be difficult (input).
Inverse design networks, which combine two deep neural networks, have led to faster and more
precise outcomes when compared to other numerical approaches [91]. Using two neural
networks and a set of training data, GANs are a type of machine learning that generates new
data. While one of the neural networks, the generator neural network, creates new data, the
discriminator neural network separates the newly formed data from the training data. The GAN
keeps running until the discriminator neural network is unable to tell the difference between the
new input and the old training data. This recently created data will be the intended result.
GANs are used to build photonic crystals based on data from a supervised machine
learning archetype [91]. When using GANs to create fake inorganic substances, 92.53% of them
are specific, and 84.5% of them are chemically sound [92]. A brand-new regression and
conditional generative adversarial network (RCGAN) are introduced for the inverse design of twodirectional graphene and boron-nitride hybrids [92]. The use of supervised regressive networks
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in RCGANs compensates for the incapacity of GANs to generate data samples when fed
continuous and quantitative labels. By replacing intricate traditional prediction models with
GANs, meta-surfaces that match the necessary optical spectra may also be designed [93].
6.1. Improvisation for superior load carrying capacity
The use of inverse design in improvised architectural design based on mechanical and FEA
has not been investigated, despite the recent success of machine learning strategies like GANs
and regression in uncovering novel patterns in a variety of domains. This section covers the first
inverse design ML framework for identifying, predicting, and enhancing particular lattice unit
cellular designs that may be used to create sandwich architectures with higher performance. The
remaining components of the inverse design framework, which is built using GANs to produce
several possible lattice truss unit cellular architectures, are the forward regression archetype and
boundary conditions. All these elements work together to create a single inverse design
framework, which results in the creation of lattice truss unit cellular architectures with the
appropriate attributes. To create fingerprints for this investigation, a database of many lattices
truss unit cellular architectures was initially created (numerical representation). These
fingerprints are used as training data for forward regression models to predict the architectural
characteristics of certain lattice truss unit cellular architectures and as input to the GANs to
generate new lattice truss unit cellular architectures. Sandwich architectures are designed using
the expected primal lattice truss unit cellular architectures from the inverse design framework,
and they are assessed using computational and experimental strategies.
The inverse design framework for lattice truss unit cellular architectures employed in this
study is depicted in Fig. 21. A training Database is provided to the discriminator in the framework,
which trains to distinguish among authentic data and fraudulent data produced by the generator.
A new set of lattice truss unit cellular architectures with enhanced characteristics are created by
applying the set of starting conditions, boundary conditions, and forward regression to the real
data.
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Figure 21. The framework of the inverse design using GAN’s for lattice unit cells.
Additional primordial lattice truss unit cellular architectures are produced by further
repeatedly training the GAN network using this new database (manually updating the
discriminator with latest Databases). Once the inverse design framework is ready with trained
GAN network and regression models, the input will be the required characteristics in a lattice unit
cell (for example, low mass, better compression strength, or symmetric truss distribution). The
outcome is a set of optimal lattice truss unit cellular architectures with fingerprint shapes that
satisfy the given input requirements. As a result, the planned inverse design—which predicts
primordial lattice truss designs as an output from supplied attributes—is achieved.
The data from this study, which is present in the training database of 1500 lattice truss
unit cellular architectures, is input to the discriminator of the GANs model. Based on this, the
generator tries to learn from the discriminator and keeps creating new fingerprints until the
discriminator is unable to tell fake data from actual data. A collection of distinctive fingerprints
that closely resemble those from the original 1500 training Database will be the end result.
Currently, the initial training databases contain a variety of lattice truss unit cellular structure
fingerprints, some of which outperform octet truss lattice or other superior architectures when
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subjected to uniaxial compressive loading. The GANs can only use the training data to generate
a finite set of new architectures with similar but different FEA. Therefore, as soon as the GANs
generate new data, the new fingerprints should be examined to determine if they fulfill the
essential conditions. This includes the ideal compression strength, mass, whether the created
fingerprints can really form a structure or not, and if flexural or stretching predominates in the
structure. To do this, a number of boundary conditions are applied to the newly formed Database
to make sure it complies with the criteria. The mass and compression strength of the produced
fingerprints may be rapidly determined using forward regression using the archetype built in the
previous section. Maxwell's criteria [16] can be used to assess whether flexural or stretching is
more prevalent in a construction. In this analysis, all points are taken into account as stiff. An
extra criterion may be added to decide if a recommended lattice unit cellular makes a structure
or not. This additional criterion only takes into account fingerprints for which at least one end of
each individual element is connected to any other element. This will eliminate fingerprints using
truss components without points.
The fingerprints generated by the GANs can be filtered by applying the aforementioned
restrictions to all the architectures that outperform a given datum point, in this example the octet
truss lattice unit cellular. Every fingerprint that meets the criteria outperforms the octet unit
cellular in terms of performance. The inverse design is used on the original database of 1500
fingerprints to produce architectures that outperform octet unit cellular training. In Fig. 22,
ANSYS simulations are used to evaluate a few sample fingerprints that passed the predefined
specifications during the uniaxial compressive test. At different compressive stresses (40–120%),
the expected lattice truss unit cellular architectures are shown to vary while still adhering to the
basic goal, i.e., outperforming the octet unit cellular. Several characteristics, including low mass
in some lattices like lattices A and B, parallel truss member direction in lattices B, C, and D, and
stronger joint connectivity in lattices C and D, could be to blame. However, there isn't a single
trait shared by all primal architectures that explains why they perform better than the octet truss
lattice.
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Figure 22. ANSYS caparisons of various primal unit cells predicted through inverse design.
Now, more improvised architectures will be formed using the newly developed
fingerprints that outperform the octet unit cellular. A fresh set of data made up of 500 lattice
truss unit cellular architectures that outperform octet unit cells is created using the inverse
design method mentioned above. Now that the most current Database has been supplied to the
discriminator, the generator has been taught to produce new fingerprints using the new
Database. The GAN will create new fingerprints close to the new sample space, and this data can
bypass the set of boundary restrictions. By setting the goal for mass and compression strength
to be significantly greater than those from the prior learning cycles, i.e., even lower mass and
better compression strength, further improvised lattice truss unit cellular architectures that
outperform the octet unit cellular at a better order can be anticipated. Table 9 lists the photos of
16 improvised lattice truss unit cellular constructions.
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Table 9. Images of several primal lattice truss unit cellular architectures
Lattice 1

Lattice 2

Lattice 3

Lattice 4

Lattice 5

Lattice 6

Lattice 7

Lattice 8

Lattice 9

Lattice 10

(table cont’d.)
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Lattice 11

Lattice 12

Lattice 13

Lattice 14

Lattice 15

Lattice 16

6.1.1. Iterative improvisation of the lattice truss unit cellular architectures by inverse design
The inverse design methodology used in this study allows for ongoing modification of the
lattice truss unit cellular architectures by repeatedly leveraging the framework in Fig. 21. To test
the effectiveness of the inverse design ML framework, many cycles of improvised lattice truss
unit cellular architectures are constructed by optimizing the architectures for each cycle. The
results of four groups or forms of these unit cells under uniaxial compressive stress are displayed
in Fig. 23. The boundary conditions of the inverse design framework are initially set up to forecast
lattice truss unit cellular architectures that are superior to the octet unit cellular by limiting the
mass and compression strength of the projected unit cells. As previously noted in the section on
inverse machine learning, each new set of ideal lattice truss unit cellular architectures is built by
training the GANs using a new primal Database formed from the prior set. According to the ANSYS
simulation findings shown in Fig., the improvement in architectural performance from the first
formation (set 1) to the fourth formation (set 4) can be clearly shown to have improvements by
50%. 23.
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Figure 23. ANSYS comparisons for compressive load vs. mass of several improvised lattice truss
unit cellular architectures improvised for each formation.
6.1.2. Experimental comparisons
Using SolidWorks, a 3D CAD design application, models of all the lattice truss unit cellular
architectures predicted and evaluated in this study were produced. ANSYS Workbench is used to
archetype the compressive behavior of these CAD designs for linear and non-linear analysis. After
being converted into the vendor-neutral file format, SolidWorks CAD drawings are fed into the
ANSYS platform for simulations (IGES). VeriGuide, a photo-polymerizable resin that can be used
for 3D printing and is commercially available, is used for all of the computational and
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experimental comparisons (tensile strength 28.5 MPa, elastic modulus 1.14 GPa). Massive
deflections are explored for non-linear analysis, and tetrahedron elements are used to mesh the
architectures for simulation. The mesh convergence of various mesh sizes is investigated, and an
adaptive sizing with resolution order 4 (about 900,000 elements) is taken into account to balance
simulation speed and convergence.
For the purpose of experimental validation, stereolithographic (STL) files of the 2D lattice
cells are produced using SolidWorks. These STL files may be read by any 3D printer. A professional
3D printer (Pico 2) that uses a vat photopolymerization technology to cure materials creates the
lattice truss constructions. All the unit cells are made from VeriGuide, a commercial polymer with
a 20 x 20 x 20 mm overall volume. After postprocessing, a dual range XS105 balance is used to
calculate the mass of each unit cells, and all the samples are then put through a uniaxial
compressive test on an MTS machine (ADMET eXpert 2610 Tabletop 5kN Universal Test Model).
The compressive tests are conducted at a pace of 1 mm/min, and the load and deformation for
each sample are recorded throughout to provide the load vs. deformation representations. All of
the architectures failed due to brittle fracture at low strain. Fig. 24 demonstrates that the
simulated findings and the experimental data correlate rather well. The modest discrepancy
between experimental and simulation findings might be the consequence of flaws in 3D printed
components or inappropriate removal of uncured resin and support materials.
6.1.3. Compressive analysis of lattice cored sandwich architectures
Building sandwich panels with a lattice core is one use for lattice truss unit cellular
architectures. Here, numerous sandwich architectures with various densities were built using the
best lattice truss unit cellular architectures predicted by the inverse design ML framework. The
lattice core is sandwiched among two thin plates on top and bottom to create lattice core
sandwich cells. Lattice truss unit cellular architectures are stacked on top of one another to create
the core. The 4 by 4-unit cells are laminated using thin sheets that are 10% the thickness of the
core, resulting in a variety of sandwich architectures with assorted sizes, as shown in Fig. 25.
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Figure 24. Experimental and simulation comparison for lattice truss unit cellular architectures
under uniaxial compression.

Figure 25. Several lattice core sandwich architectures.
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The findings of testing procedures similar to those used on lattice truss unit cellular
architectures on the sandwich constructions are depicted in Fig. 26's comparison of compression
strength and density. The compression strengths of the sandwich cells are calculated by dividing
the maximum compressive loads of the unit cells by their cross-sectional area. The performance
of the sandwich cells showed a pattern like that of single unit cell analysis. Sandwich
constructions made with optimum lattice truss unit cellular architectures perform 60% better
than sandwich architectures made with octet truss lattice cores when subjected to uniaxial stress.

Figure 26. Compression strength and apparent density comparisons among ANSYS simulation and
experimental testing of several lattice cored sandwich.
6.2. Improvisation of cellular unit architectures for superior energy mitigation
The best regression models are found by comparing them to hexagonal honeycomb unit
cells using a design framework that uses inverse approaches, which may predict unit cells with
desirable architectural attributes and optimal cellular unit architectures. Forward regression,
additional necessary boundary conditions, and the inverse design framework are integrated with
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GANs. In this work, a subset of 300 cellular unit architectures were taken from the original
training database and sent to the discriminator of the GAN model to train the GAN model. These
cellular unit architectures had superior natural frequencies than hexagonal honeycomb unit cells.
The discriminator iteratively trains with the generator until it generates new fingerprints that are
strikingly similar to yet distinct from the subset of cellular unit architectures presented to the
discriminator in order to predict cellular characteristics like mass and natural frequency, forward
regression models are used to build new untrained fingerprints using GANs. The inverse design
framework is composed of GANs, forward regression models, starting conditions, and boundary
conditions. Boundary requirements, such as the required mass, the maximum load, or the natural
frequency, can be specified to produce new cellular unit architectures with the proper FEA. This
framework will be given the required characteristics of a cellular unit as input in the form of
boundary conditions, and the outcome will be a collection of innovative cellular unit
architectures, as illustrated in Fig. 27. Here, the architectural characteristics of the hexagonal
honeycomb unit cells are set as boundary conditions along with the regression models to forecast
the best cellular unit architectures that outperform biomimicry cellular architectures.

Figure 27. Framework for inverse design of primal cellular unit architectures.
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The GAN model must first be trained to generate distinctive cellular unit cellular
fingerprints. Step 2: The boundary conditions are given inputs that represent the desired
characteristics (better natural frequency, low mass). Step 3: The freshly produced fingerprints
from the GAN model are subjected to boundary constraints and a forward regression archetype
in order to anticipate mass and natural frequency. 4. The perfect cellular unit architectures that
satisfy the boundary criteria have their fingerprints made.
With the same mass and strength as hexagonal honeycomb unit cells but with better
natural frequencies, new, perfect cellular unit cellular fingerprints are produced using the inverse
design framework. The natural frequencies of the recommended models are compared using
simulations in the following sections. The archetype analysis tool with a mechanical APDL solver
is used to simulate the natural frequency of each cellular unit cellular with a fixed support on one
end and a uniform deformation of 20% on the other end for all designs. The cellular architectures
are designed using the ANSYS workbench—design modeler. The upgraded unit cells' native
frequencies are contrasted. To make comparisons, many unit cells with various wall thicknesses
and calibrated, normalized first natural frequencies are used. Here, the datum structure is a
hexagonal honeycomb, and the normalized natural frequencies are calculated using the equation
below:
𝑓1 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =

𝑓1,𝑗

(15)

𝑓1,𝐻

where 𝑓1,𝑗 = first natural frequency of 𝑗𝑡ℎ unit cellular,
𝑓1,𝐻 = first natural frequency of hexagonal honeycomb unit cellular.
In contrast to biomimicry unit cells like hexagonal honeycomb, bamboo, and trabecular
bone architectures, which have been extensively studied for their better natural frequency and
energy mitigation qualities, the improvised cellular unit architectures, as shown in Fig. 28, have
a normalized natural frequency that is 10–50% better. It has been shown that the hexagonal
honeycomb structure outperforms other biomimetic architectures like the bamboo stalk and
trabecular bone in the same total volume. Within the same mass range, it is demonstrated that
models 1 through 4 all have higher natural frequencies than their biomimicry equivalents. As
soon as the mass is more than about 2g, Archetype5 has a higher natural frequency. Due of their
higher natural frequencies, Models 1 to 5 make better candidates as cellular unit architectures.
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These constructions are considered for further experimental and computational validations to
study their behavior during uniaxial compression, DMA, and impact testing.

Figure 28. Numerical simulations for Wall thickness.
6.2.1. Uniaxial compression
A few fingerprints of the best cellular unit cellular architectures are chosen to study the
uniaxial compressive behavior because they perform better in natural frequency than hexagonal
honeycomb structured unit cells. Through the use of CAD design tools, these cells are created as
3D models (Solidworks). All of the 3D models were converted into STL files for additive
manufacture using a stereolithographic 3D printer and photopolymer purchased from Formlabs,
as illustrated in Figure 29. (a). Each sample is tested for uniaxial compression using a Q-TEST 150
device following postprocessing. For comparisons and validations, the maximum load before
failure for each sample is kept track of.
The numerical study was carried out using a program named ANSYS design modeler and
simulation. The imported Solidworks 3D models in XML format were pre-processed using the
ANSYS design modeler. The bulk material characteristics, such as density, Poisson's ratio, and
stress-strain representations from uniaxial compression, were instantly added to the program.
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The uniaxial compressive test of 3D printed cylinders (12.7 12.7 25.4) gave these bulk material
parameters in accordance with the ASTM D695-15 standard for 3D printable polymers. A
consistent printing direction is used to calibrate the material parameters and produce the cellular
architectures. A mesh convergence test is carried out for the design, as shown in fig. 30, in order
to obtain consistent results without considerably impacting the computation time. Figures 31(a)
and 31 demonstrate comparisons between mass and load and mass and natural frequency (b).

Figure 29. Additively developed (a) cellular unit architectures and (b) Uniaxial compression.

Figure 30. Mesh Convergence for Ansys simulation of cellular unit architectures.
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Figure. 31 (A) Mass vs. Load, (B) Mass vs. Natural Frequency.
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6.2.2. Dynamic compressive analysis
To examine different samples' responses to the oscillating force at room temperature,
the Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer is employed. The elastic response of the structure is measured
by

the

storage

modulus

(E'),

which

can

be

calculated

𝜎0

(𝐸 ′ ) = ( 0 ) cos 𝛿
𝜀

as

follows

[40]:
(16)

The loss modulus (𝐸 ′′ )is the energy dissipated due to friction or internal motion and can be
calculated as following:
𝜎0

(𝐸 ′′ ) = ( 0 ) sin 𝛿
𝜀

(17)

where 𝜎 0 = stress at the peak of the sin wave, 𝜀 0 = strain at the peak of the sin wave, and 𝛿 =
phase angle.
The efficiency of the structure’s loss energy, also called as damping (tan (delta)) can be
measured by the ratio of the loss modulus to the storage modulus:
𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎) =

𝐸 ′′
𝐸′

(18)

To examine the behavior of the proposed unit cells under cyclic loading, many designs
were 3D printed using the same SLA printer and transparent photopolymer detailed in the
uniaxial compressive section. As shown in Figure 32, all the specimens are put through a dynamic
evaluation utilizing an RSA-G2 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer with variable frequency. See S10 for
a theoretical foundation (c). The storage modulus, loss modulus, and damping (tan (delta))
characteristics of the specimen are determined for an angular frequency range of 1 - 62 rad/sec
(0.16 - 10Hz) and 0.125% strain under compression. The overall volume of each specimen is
intended to be the same (2 mm, 1.2 mm, and 1.15 mm).
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Figure 32. RSA-G2 Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer.
Figure 33(a) at room temperature compares the storage modulus of several makeshift
cellular architectures to hexagonal honeycomb architectures with frequency sweep. Storage
moduli of cellular architectures have been found to progressively improvement with
improvements frequency. Figure 33 illustrates how several perfect cellular unit cellular designs
differ from hexagonal honeycomb unit cellular in terms of normalized tan (delta) with wall
thicknesses (b). The normalized tan (delta) in Figure 33 (b) was created, much like the normalized
specific load in the comparisons of uniaxial compression.
𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎)𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =

(𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎)/𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)𝑗
(𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎)/𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)𝐻

where 𝑗 = each individual unit cellular,
H = hexagonal honeycomb unit cellular.
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When compared to hexagonal honeycomb unit cells, the ideal cellular unit architectures,
such as Models 1, 2, and 3, exhibit reasonable performance (delta). Except for Models 1 and 3,
all the architectures exhibit similar tendencies, with the storage modulus and tan (delta) rising
with mass and frequency (delta). Due to their betterer natural frequencies and mass,
architectures like Models 1 and 2 with the same overall volume display a larger range of damping
characteristics, as shown in Figures 34(a) and (b).

Figure 33. Storage modulus and Normalized Tan (delta) for different cellular architectures.
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6.2.3. Impact test
To create cellular core sandwich architectures, the best cellular unit architectures were
designed using an inverse design approach. As seen in Figure 35, all of the samples were created
using extrusion-based additive manufacturing with PLA as the starting material. (b). The Instron
Dynatup 8250 H V impact tester with a hammer weight of 11.2 kg and an impact velocity of 2 m/s
[25] was used for the low velocity impact testing, as shown in Figure 35. (a). All sandwich
architectures were created using Solidworks, and ANSYS LS-DYNA was used to do explicit nonlinear finite element simulations of the low velocity impact tests. The total volume of the
sandwich constructions is intended to be the same (120 mm 25.4 mm 4 mm).

Figure 35. (a) Instron impact tester, (b) 3D printer.
6.2.4. Simulation and experimental results of low velocity impact tests
To determine the natural frequencies of the cellular unit architectures, the architectures
are assumed to have constant stiffness and mass with no damping, time-varying force,
deformation, or pressures applied. The natural circular frequency I derived from the equation of
motion's solution may be calculated using the following equation [30] (see S10, (a) for the
governing equations):
[𝐾]

𝜔𝑖 = √[𝑀]

(20)
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𝑓𝑖 =

𝜔𝑖

(21)

2𝜋

where 𝑓𝑖 = 𝑖𝑡ℎ natural frequency,
[𝐾] = stiffness matrix,
[𝑀] = mass matrix.
The capacity to mitigate energy is examined for the primary unit cells suggested by the
inverse design. For impact energy comparisons, the normalized energy is determined by,
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =

(𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦/𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)𝑗
(𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦/𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦)𝐻

(22)

where 𝑗 = each individual unit cellular,
H = hexagonal honeycomb unit cellular.
Figure 36 (a) demonstrates how, when flat, the best cellular architectures outperform
hexagonal honeycomb designs by 300–800% in terms of normalized energy (i.e., with their walls
perpendicular to the surface). This is because hexagonal honeycomb architectures typically have
large gaps (porosity), but the best cellular unit architectures typically have web-like patterns that
can fill the sandwich structure's impact zone. The best architectures perform between 50 and
350% better than the vertical hexagonal honeycomb structure (Figure 36(b)). Figure 36(c), which
illustrates the superior performance of the primitive cellular architectures, displays the outcomes
of experimental testing on sandwich constructions with the perfect cellular lattice core.
Figure 36 shows how, as the unit cellular wall thickness improvement, the normalized
energy of the ideal sandwich panels steadily reduced (c). This is due to the fact that the mass of
the architecture’s improvements along with the wall thickness of the unit cells. Because the
influence is limited to the central unit cellular of the sandwich structure, the mass improvement
in the other unit cells within the sandwich structure has no impact on the overall performance
(normalized energy) of the sandwich structure. As a result, when compared to wall thickness, this
raise in sandwich structure mass has an impact on the normalized energy. The experimental
findings for the impact test in the vertical direction are not presented in this work since machine
learning is only used to improvise flat-oriented unit cells. In both strategies' computational and
experimental studies in the flat direction (Figure 36(a), 36(c)), the number of unit cells used in
the sandwich constructions causes a difference in the normalized energy in that direction. A
single cellular unit is used in the analytical study to take into account the computational time and
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power of the dynamic analysis, whereas multiple unit cells are used in the experimental study to
meet the minimum dimensional requirements for specimens (120 mm 25.4 mm 4 mm) when
using the impact testing machine.

Figure 36. Numerical simulations for low velocity impact test.
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Figure 37. Ansys Impact test simulation flat (top), vertical (bottom).
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Chapter 7. Shape Memory Architectures with Record High Recovery Stress
Shape memory polymers (SMPs) have expanded in usefulness in a range of technological
domains since the phrase "4D printing" was first used in 2013 [94, 95]. Volumetric printing may
be used to further improvement the printing pace of SMPs [96, 97]. The decent form recovery of
4D-printed SMP architectures is one of its advantages. For certain practical applications, such as
serving as actuators in deployable architectures [98, 99] and as a crack-closing tool in damage
self-healing in line with the close-then-heal (CTH) method [100, 101], stress recovery is better
sought. Increasing SMPs' shape memory capabilities has been the subject of numerous studies.
At various temperatures, a mixture of TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) and PLA (polylactic acid)
was investigated to improve PLA's shape memory characteristics. The PLA and TPU blend's elastic
stress recovery has been found to be reduced by preformation temperatures [102]. In addition,
the response of a brand-new PETG (poly-ethylene terephthalate glycol) polymer to both cold and
hot temperatures was investigated. The findings indicate that hot programming has a betterer
elastic stress recovery [103]. Nanocomposite or enthalpy as a method of energy storage has also
been utilized in additional studies to raise elastic stress recovery [104, 105] [106, 107]. Because
a better elastic stress recovery necessitates a better rubbery stiffness, form or strain recovery is
reduced, leaving less room for expansion. Consequently, it remains challenging to develop new
SMPs with better elastic stress recovery, better strain recovery efficiency, and better load
carrying capacity.
With a few exceptions that concentrate on lattice truss constructions, the bulk of elastic
stress recovery estimates in the open literature are based on test findings for solid materials like
cubes or cylinders [108, 109]. In general load bearing capacity of a material can be improved in
sandwich beams, T-beams, box beams, and I- beam architectures, rather than solid cuboid
beams. As a result, if complex structures of SMP’S are 3D printed then the specific elastic stress
recovery would improve as opposed to solid architectures.
Shape memory polymer (SMP) has previously been used to 3D print mechanically
adjustable complex structures using Octet and Kelvin lattice truss unit cellular architectures
[110]. SMPs were used to create auxiliary architectures that may be used in medical equipment
and have changeable mechanical and architectural qualities [111]. A solid-solid phase shift that
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includes hierarchically structured metamaterial was created [112] for application in
programmable devices such as micro-actuators and grippers. By contrasting their mass, clasping
load, regular recurrence, Poisson's proportion, and pressure load with other computational and
exploratory outcomes, elective two-and three-layered auxetic designs have additionally been
created [113]. Due to their architectural direction, numerous medical, sporting, and automotive
devices utilize auxetic architectures' distinctive behavior [114].
A number of specific lightweight complex structures with enhanced buckling loads,
compression strengths, energy mitigation, and natural frequencies under impact loads were
covered in preceding chapters. Although some architectures with promising shape memory
capabilities were anticipated, only a few architectural selection or improvisation strategies have
been investigated thus far. Due to the distinctive thermomechanical and architectural
characteristics of SMP complex structures, computational assessment can be too challenging,
and experimental validation requires a lot of time with the complex architectures that comes
along with multi-step thermomechanical processes.
This chapter proposes a simple design criterion for identifying primal complex structures
with improvements shape memory characteristics. A structure must be resilient enough to
tolerate higher programming strain and flexible enough to allow for bigger deformations (prestrain) during programming in order to function optimally in shape memory. We initially thought
about mainly flexural in nature's elements architectures to find a compromise between these
two conflicting needs inside the lightweight constructions. The improved flexibility of twisted
governed architectures, which has been demonstrated [115, 116], satisfies the criterion for a
bigger dislodging. For application in passive morphing airfoils periodic hexagonal honeycomb
architectures were examined due to their improved in-plane shear strength and shear strain
[117]. It now satisfies the second need by optimizing primarily flexural in nature's component
architectures with improvements strength or programmed stress. As a result, designs that
emphasize flexural and offer more strength could be more capable of recovering from elastic
stress. In order to determine the best architectures with the best strength and elastic stress
recovery qualities, design spaces for thin-walled cellular unit architectures and 3D primarily
flexural in nature's elements lattice truss unit cellular architectures are examined [126]. Although
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stretch-ruled grid architectures and frail walled cell architectures with incredibly low relative
thickness can display significant deformation through clasping, we do not evaluate these types
of designs since they do not fit the criteria for essential programming load.
To examine design space that is huge, the preceding chapters show that there is a
research gap in terms of creating methodologies, despite the fact that several cellular
architectures with thin walls, auxetic characteristics and high strength were offered. A datadriven strategy may be substantially nearer to the global optima than topological improvisation
strategies, which can result in perfect architectures. This chapter suggests a novel design
improvisation method for identifying novel primal cellular architectures with thin walls that are
superiorly strong and elastic in their ability to recover from elastic stress by utilizing supervised
machine learning prediction models that were previously proposed and correlation analysis
tools. Although many previous studies have used the models used in this work, to our knowledge
no one has ever suggested combining these tactics for architectural improvisation. We used the
ideal 3D lattice truss unit cellular architectures from our earlier study for comparison, where we
improved them in terms of uniaxial and multiaxial strengths using machine learning prediction
models and GANs. The optimum lattice truss unit cellular architectures for mainly flexural in
nature's elements are chosen using Maxwell's stiffness of frames criteria. For the purpose of unit
cellular categorization and selection, this criterion is then expanded to include cellular
architectures with thin walls. The ideal architectures and recommended framework for inverse
design are supported by numerical and experimental comparisons. Lattice truss unit cellular
architectures that primarily flex under the influence of nature's elements and thin-walled cellular
unit architectures both exhibit improved elastic stress recovery, excellent stretchability, and
strength.
Cellular architectures with thin walls have stronger the out plane direction compression
strength than lattice truss models like the Octet truss lattice, but they are weaker in the in-plane
or lateral orientations (Figure 38). By looking at the cellular walls orientation in various thinwalled architectures, this is simply understood. Only a few walls contribute towards the strength
for the in-plane direction, but all walls contribute to compression strength in the out-of-plane
direction. Wall twisting or clasping is what causes delicate walled buildings to fail under pressure
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loads. While flexural is not as terrible, buckling has the potential to cause catastrophic failure.
Improved architectural packing, improved pressure recovery, and improvement stretchability
may result from wall flexural. Due to the several ways in which the cell walls may be oriented, a
thin-walled cellular structure's in-plane direction offers a wider range of stretchability.

Figure 38. Comparisons of various lattice and cellular architectures under compression load.
Figure 38 compares the compressive yield strengths of different lattice truss unit cellular
architectures and thin-walled cellular designs in both orientations. The total volume, rod
diameters, and wall thickness of every unit cellular are all the same. A) illustrates how rod
diameter and wall thickness improvement the compression strength of all unit cells. In
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comparison to lattice truss unit cellular architectures, thin-walled cellular architectures have
higher strength in the out-of-plane direction across identical mass ranges, but their strength in
the in-plane direction is equivalent. Improved removals in the in-plane direction, which may be
used practically in areas like energy retention, influence resilience, and better shape recovery
qualities, are possible with delicate walled designs. This is supported by the porous nature of cell
walls and the way that wall components deform in an in-plane manner.
In the phases that follow, the behavior of cellular architectures with thin walls in the inplane direction is investigated and optimized for better stress recovery qualities. In order to
examine a bigger area of architectural design, a RVE will first be used to build a database of
probable thin-walled cellular architectures inside a design space (RVE). Second, machine learning
prediction models that can forecast the FEA of any unit cellular inside the RVE must be created
using a training database. The power and processing time required to forecast a property are
considerably reduced by the machine learning prediction models. Thirdly, a proposed design
criterion for identifying whether unit cells display stretching- or primarily flexural in nature's
architectural behavior. In order to anticipate revolutionary lightweight designs with better
strength and elastic stress recovery, a design framework based on inverse methodologies built
on machine learning prediction models and correlation analysis tools will be created.
7.1. Materials and Methods
7.1.1. Database formation and fingerprinting
The quantity of the training data for machine learning models and correlation analysis
tools must be at least a minimum for primordial performance. The input and output variables
have a big impact on how big the training database is. The quantity of data necessary to train an
effective archetype is more as the number of independent factors that affect the outputs rises.
This section discusses the strategies we used to build the training database for predicting the FEA
of cellular architectures with thin walls in addition to the fingerprinting strategy.
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Certain boundary conditions should be created in order to cover a large range of
undiscovered design space with complete FEA without making it too difficult for improvisation
work to examine a wide variety of specific architectural designs. In order to do this, a RVE (RVE)
with nine points (i.e., 2D points) is taken into account. By connecting any two pairs of neighboring
locations, a total of 20 lines, or thin walls in 3D, may be created. Here, just the nearest neighbors
are joined together to make a line for the purpose of simplicity. For instance, the line (12) may
be formed by connecting locations 1 and 2, however points 1 and 3 cannot be connected because
point 2 is among them. The RVE is mirrored into the horizontal and vertical axes for each variation
of these lines, resulting in a huge Database with almost a million different thin-walled
architectures. If non-nearest neighboring sites like 18, 19, and 19 could be connected, a total of
35 lines would be produced. The training Database would grow as a result, and more primitive
topologies may be captured. In this study, we used 20 lines for simplicity and to demonstrate the
machine learning framework exclusively.

Figure 39. RVE for SMP thin-walled unit cells.
As both the inputs—the architectures—and the outputs—the essential mechanical
characteristics of each structure are essential for training database for supervised machine
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learning algorithm. Before the machine learning model can evaluate the data, the architectures
must first be recognized in a distinctive way. Each structure is converted into a ML modelreadable logical pattern of numbers by fingerprinting. The initial identifier of any structure in this
study is the total of all the points that constitute the specific unit cellular that it creates inside
the RVE. For instance, the thin-walled construction in Figure 2 has the fingerprint (12 14 26 48),
where (12) represents the wall or line produced by the points (points) 1 and 2 that link it. Similar
walls or lines are shown in figures (14), (26), and (48), which link the points 1 and 4, 2 and 6, and
4 and 8, respectively. Each structure built inside the RVE can have its own distinct logical
fingerprint since the location of vertices and their numerical identifications are fixed. Examples
of architectures and fingerprints may be found in Figure 40.

Figure 40. Sample thin-wall structure formation and fingerprinting method.
In Figure 40, (a) would have the fingerprint (15 14 45), but due to the absence of
connections, it would not form a structure. Based on the method suggested in the paper, (b) is
fingerprinted as (15 59 89 78 47 14) and has a workable structure. (15 59 89 78 47 14) leads to
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(35 57 78 89 69 36) leads to

Even though they are distinct architectures, when tessellated to create an endless lattice,
they produce the same lattice structure.
The conversion of any structure into a fingerprint and vice versa will become much easier
with this strategy. Transforming these fingerprints into a format of 0’s and 1’s for machine
learning prediction training makes the predictability improve. To do this, each wall or line (2D) in
a vector is assigned a fixed place, all of the line positions in a particular structure are marked with
1s, and the remaining positions are marked with 0s. In this research, line 12 is at position 1 in the
vector with binary format, followed by lines 14, 26, and 48 at locations 7, 15, and 17, respectively.
Consequently, Figure 2's binary representation of the cellular structure's fingerprint is (1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) Even while each unit cellular constructed using the proposed RVE will
be specific, certain architectures will repeat themselves if they are tessellated to create an
endless lattice. Unit cells like (15 59 89 78 47 14) and (35 57 78 89 69 36), for instance, will
produce identical grid layouts when painted. The repeated fingerprints—even if they were
tessellated to form an unending lattice—were not taken into consideration because the goal of
this study was to improvise just the unit cells. The processes for processing and creating data
become easier as a result. It must be considered that different unit cells could yield the same
structure when using the RVE to tessellate lattice truss models.
The above-mentioned strategy is used to collect fingerprints from all of the study's
architectures. To create every potential structure for the RVE into a database, MATLAB's
combination function is used. 2000 fingerprints are randomly selected from the untrained
database to serve as the machine learning prediction analysis training database. Like "y," MATLAB
functions "y = data sample (data, k)" are utilized to extract the training Database.
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7.1.2. Forward ML prediction
The primary goal of this work is to anticipate the best thin-walled architectures with the
highest elastic stress recovery. As was previously indicated, both experimentally and statistically
measuring the elastic stress recovery of these architectures is a challenging and time-consuming
operation [44, 45]. Structure production, experimental setup, and multi-phase recovery stress
training are all necessary for the experimental analysis, which is time-consuming when there are
several

samples

involved.

Due

to

the

multiple

representation-fitting

parameters,

thermomechanical studies, and non-linear material FEA involved in numerical analysis, it can also
be rather difficult [46–48]. Any of the traditional approaches cannot be used due to the size of
the training Database.
The energy stored during programming and the total strain stored of a structure will
highly influence the total elastic stress recovery. For this purpose because this is an architectural
improvisation problem and the material characteristics, overall volume, and test boundary
conditions for all architectures remain constant. Because the form fixity ratio, shape recovery
ratio, and rubbery modulus are all dependent on the SMP, the elastic stress recovery for a certain
SMP solely depends on the programming strain. Improvements deformation will result in more
strain, which will improvement energy storage and decrease elastic stress recovery, to put it
another way [118]. When the structure or one of its components fails, the maximum deformation
occurs. to enter the uniaxial compression strengths of each structure in the training database
together with their masses. Each of the 2000 thin-walled constructions is displayed and evaluated
using the Workbench plan modeler. The training database is processed using a workstation with
32 GB of RAM and an i7 CPU, which takes between 75 and 85 person-hours to complete. For
consistent outcomes, mesh convergence analysis is performed, as seen in figure 41. In order to
decrease complexity and processing time that would improvement if viscoelastic characteristics
were taken into consideration, the numerical analysis merely takes into account the elastic
characteristics of the underlying material. After a material has been chosen, the programable
strain of the architectures—which is controlled by the quantity and orientation of their
elements—determines their elastic stress recovery. Therefore, the archetype must be applicable
independently of the characteristics of the materials.
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Figure 41. Mesh convergence analysis.
The MATLAB Regression Analysis tool is used to assess the prediction accuracy of various
machine learning algorithms with the training Database after creating the training Database with
the input fingerprints, output mass, and compression strength parameters. The Gaussian Process
Regression (GPR) archetype beat competing machine learning models like ensemble trees and
Support Vector Machines (SVM) With an RMSE of less than five percent and an R-squared value
of 0.98 for both the mass and compression strength parameters. View Figure 42. The GPR
archetype was trained using a training set of 2000 fingerprints, and it now has a prediction
accuracy R-squared value of 0.98. The slanted strong lines reflect immaculate figures, while the
blue spots (•) show the perceptions. A solid relapse archetype should be visible in the roughly
uniform dispersal of the perceptions along the best expectations. See Tables 10, 11 for archetype
parameters and comparisons. A set of random variables are utilized by the GPR archetype with a
Gaussian distribution to make evaluations. With architectural data and their evaluations of
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mechanical property, the GPR models have already been shown to perform better than other
supervised machine learning prediction models.

Figure 42. GPR models for (a) mass and (b) compression strength evaluations.
Table 10. Machine learning archetype parameters
Archetype

GPR (Gaussian Process Regression)

Type
Basic function

Constant

Kernel function Matern 5/2
RMSE
MAE

Mass - 0.0564, Compression strength – 0.02084
(Mean Mass – 0.08, Compression strength – 0.014485

Absolute Error)

Prediction

~5700 orbs/sec

speed
Training time

503.23 sec
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Table 11. GPR archetype for mass and compression strength evaluations
Uniaxial compression strength
Training Database
Machine

Testing Database

learning

strategy
RMSE
(Root
Mean

R2

Square

MAE

(Mean

Absolute Error)

RMSE

MAE

(Root

Mean Square R2
Error)

5/2

(Gaussian

Absolute
Error)

Error)
Matern

(Mean

GPR

Process 0.02084 0.98

0.014485

0.021457

NA

0.0189

0.02488 0.92

0.010154

0.028471

NA

0.0154

0.02321 0.89

0.01356

0.035481

NA

0.98

0.08

0.045

NA

0.084

0.0721

0.96

0.1455

0.084

NA

0.1247

0.0785

0.92

0.1487

0.041

NA

0.14

Regression)
Ensemble

(Bagged

Tree)
Cubic SVM (Support
Vector Machine)

0.0245

Mass
Matern

5/2

(Gaussian

GPR

Process 0.0564

Regression)
Ensemble

(Bagged

Tree)

Cubic SVM (Support
Vector Machine)
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7.1.3. Selection criterion
After selecting the best machine learning models, they can quickly and effectively predict
the architectural attributes of the remaining designs from the entire Database. The regression
archetype can now be utilized to calibrate the first requirement for primal elastic stress recovery,
or any structure's compression strength within the defined design space. The second
requirement, the largest deformation of a structure prior to breakdown, also affects the primal
elastic stress recovery. For this purpose, we will refer to the study of lattice truss architectures
and how they behave depending on the number of points and components. Under axial loading,
the columns or elements of a lattice truss structure typically bear the load. Based on Maxwell's
criterion for the rigidity of frames, lattice truss architectures can either be dominated by
stretching or flexural (Ems. 1, 2) [119, 120]. It is important to point out that pin-jointed
architectures were the initial application of Maxwell's criterion. Points that are printed in 3D are
not typically pinpoints. Also, the archetype has notable exemptions, and clasping mists Ashby's
underlying thinking for picking the rule. A number of researchers have recently expanded
Maxwell's criterion to include 3D printed objects with frozen, rigid, or flexible points [121, 122].
Using Maxwell's criterion as a starting point, we selected unit cells that were dominated by
flexural or stretching for this study.
M=b-2j+3, 2D architectures (frames)
M=b-3j+6, 3D architectures

(24),

where b is the number of truss members and j is the number of frictionless points. In this
case, the structure is dominated by stretching if M > 0, and by flexural if M <0.
While predominantly flexural in nature’s elements architectures fail due to stretching or
buckling in the columns or rods, predominantly stretching in nature’s elements designs fail
mostly due to the rod flexural. The framework's stiffness is the reason predominantly stretching
in nature’s elements architectures are stronger and more durable than predominantly flexural in
nature’s elements ones, according to a number of studies. In Chapter 4, we discussed a number
of novel lattice truss unit cellular architectures that, in terms of compression strength
characteristics, performed better than the standard Octet truss lattice unit cellular. We did not
examine the elastic stress recovery qualities of the architectures or SMP print them. Contrary to
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what has been written up to this point, additional research has shown that some of the ideal
architectures, which are dominated by flexural, have a relative compression strength that is
comparable to or even betterer than that of their predominantly stretching in nature’s elements
counterparts. We adopted a RVE with 162 truss members and 27 points from our previous
research [20].
Out of the 550-lattice truss unit cellular architectures that can be created within this RVE,
it has been designed that the ideal predominantly flexural in nature’s elements lattice truss unit
cellular architectures perform better under uniaxial compressive than any other predominantly
stretching in nature’s elements lattice truss unit cellular architectures, including the Octet unit
cellular. More details about the RVE and mass comparisons among various ideal lattice truss unit
cellular architectures are provided in our previous work.

Figure 43. Behavior of predominantly stretching in nature’s elements and predominantly flexural
in nature’s elements.
With predominantly flexural in nature’s elements lattice truss architectures, numerical
and experimental comparisons are presented in Section 4.1. These ideal unit cells that are
dominated by flexural have flexural responses that are strong, light, and flexible, making them
particularly useful as shape memory architectures. The undesirable buckling phenomena of the
columns or rods in the lattice truss structures can be mitigated by substituting biomimicry
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columns with betterer buckling strengths for the typical cylindrical elements [30]. To contrast
with the Octet truss lattice structure, we selected a variety of the best predominantly flexural in
nature’s elements lattice truss unit cellular architectures from section 4.3 of chapter 4. Figure 43
depicts the 3D-printed unit cells prior to (left) and following uniaxial compression-induced
deformation (right). The Octet unit cellular demonstrates predominantly stretching in nature’s
elements behavior with local rod buckling, in contrast to the hypothesized predominantly flexural
in nature’s elements unit cells, which exhibit either global or local rod flexural. It is important to
keep in mind that during testing, abrupt flexural is referred to as buckling; A predominantly
flexural in nature’s element’s structure is one in which the number of flexural raises with load.
Table 12. Stretching dominated vs flexural dominated lattice truss with 4×4-unit cells
Before uniaxial compression

After uniaxial compression

(a) 4×4 Octet truss lattice (Stretching

Truss buckling

dominated)
(b) 4×4 16 24 lattice (Flexural dominated)

Frame flexural

(c) 4×4 12 16 28 lattice (Flexural dominated)
Truss flexural
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Because of the nearby clasping and twisting way of behaving of the slim walls, particularly
in the out-of-plane direction, there are right now no grouping models for meager walled cell unit
cells, nor was Maxwell's rule utilized. However, even though local wall flexural, or buckling is
more apparent in the in-plane direction, the thin-walled unit cellular may globally behave like a
2D frame. We utilized the 2D Maxwell's criterion for frame stiffness (Eq.) to support this. 23) to
construct architectures that were distinguished as thin-walled cellular unit architectures that
were flexural- and predominantly stretching in nature’s elements while neglecting the local
flexural and buckling modes. These cells were characterized by their flexural and stretching
dominance. We printed these unit cells with a commercial polymer (Clear) and stereolithographic
additive manufacturing (Formlabs, Form 3 model) to obese RVE how they behaved during
uniaxial compressive tests (refer to Table 13 for material characteristics).
For each structure, a uniform cell wall thickness and a test speed of 0.5 mm/min are
maintained. The structure depicted in Figure 44 (a) is categorized as predominantly stretching in
nature’s elements because M is greater than zero, while the structure depicted in Figure 44 (b)
is categorized as predominantly flexural in nature’s elements because M is less than zero (b=24,
j=21). Figure 44(a) depicts architectures that are not improvised; They are merely utilized to
demonstrate the architectures' behavior. 4 by 4 cellular architectures exhibit similar behaviors
(Table 13). The solid lines represent comparisons of load and deformation, while the dotted lines
represent comparisons of deformation and time. The predominantly flexural in nature’s
elements unit cellular - has lower load bearing capabilities, larger deformations, and flexible
behavior in the in. In addition, the unit supports the behavior of flexural cellular in (b) because it
takes longer to fail (300 seconds) than the behavior of stretching is simulated by the unit cellular
in (a). In addition, while in (a) the load decreased rapidly, indicating the possibility of certain
columns breaking, in (b) it decreased gradually, indicating flexural.
The predominantly stretching in nature’s elements thin-walled structure in Figure 44 (a)
fractures at the peak stress, whereas the predominantly flexural in nature’s element’s structure
fractures both globally and locally in Figure 44 (b). Furthermore, Fig. 44(b) demonstrates that
despite having a longer lifespan and greater deformation than the predominantly flexural in
nature’s element’s structure, the predominantly stretching in nature’s elements cells have a
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lower load carrying capacity. Consequently, cells that have flexural as their predominant FEA true
satisfy the requirements for greater deformation. The two designs in Figure 44 are not ideal, as
was at that point referenced. They are being utilized merely as examples.

Figure 44. Experimental load, deformation, and time comparisons of thin-walled unit cells under
uniaxial compression.
Table 13. Stretching dominated vs flexural dominated thin-wall cells with 4×4-unit cells
Before uniaxial compression

After uniaxial compression

(a) 4×4 Stretching dominated structure

(b) 4×4 Flexural dominated structure

(table cont’d.)
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Before uniaxial compression

After uniaxial compression

(c) 4×4 Stretching dominated structure
(From unit cellular – 5)

(b) 4×4 Flexural dominated structure
(From unit cellular – 2)

In this work, the predominantly flexural in nature’s elements architectures will be
improvised to have betterer strength and deformability, which could lead to betterer elastic
stress recovery. The assumption that cellular architectures with thin-walls in the in-plane
direction can be included in the 2D Maxwell's criterion for frames to classify cellular architectures
with thin-walls as either predominantly flexural in nature’s elements or predominantly stretching
in nature’s elements architectures is supported by these experimental findings. Because it was
first suggested for pin-joined architectures, to apply Maxwell's criterion to cellular architectures
the forthcoming assumptions were made with thin-walls in the in-plane direction: 1) Any
localized buckling or flexural of the thin walls shall be neglected. 2) When evaluating the general
architectural behavior in the in-plane direction, the criterion should only be utilized as a
preliminary screening method. It is important to point out that predominantly flexural in nature’s
elements models also exhibit local rod buckling, which is catalyzed by architectural flexural as a
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whole. Notwithstanding, the general extending like way of behaving of the design causes the
locking of bars in extending overwhelmed frameworks.
By applying this criterion, predominantly flexural in nature’s elements architectures with
betterer load carrying capacities (compression strengths) can now be constructed, resulting in
ideal cellular architectures with thin walls that are flexible and robust. These unit cells could be
utilized in practical implementation that require better strength and better recovery from stress.
In order to lessen the thin walls local buckling, we developed biomimetic wall architectures that
resemble huge clam shell seashell architectures. Figure 45 depicts the biomimicry wall designs
and comparisons.

(c)

(d)

Figure 45. Comparisons of biomimicry wall inspired from gain clam seashell.
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7.1.4. Inverse design framework
To produce novel lattice truss unit cellular architectures with better strength and cellular
unit architectures with better energy mitigation, we previously developed A design framework
using inverse methods. Combining machine learning prediction models with GANs enabled us to
accomplish this. GANs offer specific architectures that are closer to the global optimum, whereas
machine learning prediction makes property evaluations simpler and faster. Despite the GANs'
excellent track record, they may necessitate time-consuming coding and training procedures. In
addition, the inverse design framework developed in chapter 4 using GANs would build a set of
desirable designs by repeatedly optimizing a set of inputs, necessitating multiple improvisation
phases, as opposed to locating the best possible solution within the design space. This study's
design space is large, but it is limited by a specific boundary condition (like the RVE, which limits
the number of designs to 750k). Consequently, utilizing measurable devices like relationship
examination can diminish the intricacy of the opposite plan issue and draw much nearer to the
worldwide optima.
For this study, the inverse design framework is created by combining a correlation analysis
and ML prediction models for predicting the unit cellular attribute, as shown in Figure 46. The
inverted design framework is created by combining the selection criterion, correlation analysis,
and ML regression models. Initially, a training Database was utilized to build machine learning
prediction models that could predict the mechanical and architectural characteristics of the
cellular architectures with thin walls. The inverse design framework is created by utilizing
Maxwell's criterion to extract flexible architectures and correlation analysis to produce
contemporary designs with the better possible strength. The best thin-walled unit that is flexible
and strong will be the framework's output, and its input will be the desired mechanical qualities.
See Figure 47 for a flowchart representation.
Correlation analysis is a method (statistical) that looks at how an independent and a
dependent variable relate to one another. Spearman correlation analysis has been utilized in the
past to study the connection among the mechanical and architectural characteristics of shale
(clastic sedimentary rock) and its mineral and elemental composition [123]. The impact of the
material qualities has been sure presentative volume alimented utilizing Pearson relationship
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investigation (straight), which matched the trial discoveries of fiber supported cementitious
materials [124]. With evaluations being 88% accurate [125]. In the healthcare industry the
correlation analysis has been widely utilized to identify the variables that have the greatest
impact on emergency ward utilization. A better correlation indicates that the independent
variable influences the dependent variable in a significant way. In this review, the reliant variable
(pressure strength) is the reliant variable, and the free factors (significant primary parts) are the
autonomous factors that might influence the reliant variable (pressure strength). Spearman
correlation, a monotonic analysis, was utilized in this investigation due to the nonlinear nature’s
elements of the data. The correlation non-parametric measure among the two variable ranks is
taken into consideration when performing a Spearman correlation analysis [61,62]. The
Spearman correlation coefficient (Rs) is defined by the following formula:
𝑟𝑠 = 1 −

6 ∑ 𝑑𝑖2
,
𝑁(𝑁 2 − 1)

(25)

where 𝑑 is the difference among the two ranks of each observation, and 𝑁 is the number of
observations.
In order to carry out inverse design framework with correlation analysis, the masses and
compression strengths of ten sub-Databases comprising one hundred fingerprints that were
selected at random are retrieved. In order to identify the components that have a greater impact
on the effective compression strength, correlation analysis is applied to all sub-Databases. The
elements with the greatest influence (r s close to 1) may be selected for new cellular architectures
with thin walls. As opposed to GANs, which would like to propose a few confined ideal thoughts
north of a few cycles, this will concentrate the streamlining model and draw it much nearer and
quicker to the worldwide optima. The framework's prediction accuracy on various subsets is
evaluated using correlation analysis (10). The end result will be novel, thin-walled, lightweight
architectures with raised elastic stress recovery and enhanced strength and stretchability.
Using correlation analysis, the design objective of this work is to predict orthotropic
cellular architectures with thin-walls with the better strength within the RVE that are flexuraldominated. Maxwell's criterion (Eq.) is utilized to extract a predominantly flexural in nature’s
element’s structure. 23). Utilize machine learning prediction models to estimate the designs'
mass and strength (Maxwell's criteria validations are shown in Table 14).
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Figure 46. Inverse design framework for thin-walled architectural improvisation.
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Figure 47. Flow chart for inverse design.
Table 14. Maxwells criterion validation
Octet

16 24

𝑗 =14, 𝑏 =36

Stretching dominated (M =

𝑀 =36-42+6=0

0)

𝑗 =23

Flexural dominated (M < 0)

𝑏 =48
𝑀 =48-69+6=-15
16 24 28

𝑗 =22

(table cont’d.)

𝑏 =42

Flexural dominated (M < 0)
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𝑀 =42-66+6=-12
12 16 28

𝑗 =23

Flexural dominated (M < 0)

𝑏 =48
𝑀 =48-69+6=-15
Cellular architectures with thin walls
1

𝑗 =24

Flexural dominated (M < 0)

𝑏 =36
𝑀 =36-48+3=-9
2

𝑗 =24

Flexural dominated (M < 0)

𝑏 =28
𝑀 =28-48+3=-17
3

𝑗 =24

Flexural dominated (M < 0)

𝑏 =36
𝑀 =44-48+3=-1
Hexagonal honeycomb

𝑗 =11

Flexural dominated (M < 0)

𝑏 =12
𝑀 =12-22+3=-7

The RVE demonstrates that the total number of components condenses to 12 to extract
orthotropic symmetry-containing structures. After conducting correlation analysis on 10 subsets,
each containing 100 different fingerprints, elements 58, 15, 14, 47, 35, 26, 68, 59, 36, 25, 24, and
69 are projected to have the stronger correlation with the compression strength, to element 58
positioned the better and element 69 ranked the lowest for all the subsets. Now, orthotropic
cellular architectures with thin walls are developed and assessed using the first four (58, 15, 14,
47), fifth (58, 15, 14, 47, 35), and seventh (58, 15, 14, 47, 35, 26) elements. These are shown in
the following sections. For instance, the cell of the fingerprint (14 47 12 23 15 58 56) designated
as "2" in Figure 38 is catalyzed by the first four elements (58, 15, 14, 47). Here, it is assumed that
the elements 12, 23 and 14, 47 form an orthotropy. Likewise, 56 is automatically employed to
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construct an orthotropic pair with 58. It can be understood as follows for the improvisation
statement's analytical representation:
yfit = trainedModel.predictFcn(Corel 1, Corel 2 … Corel n);

(26)

Max (Corel 1, Corel 2 … Corel n) = global optima.

(27)

A Function used in the process of predicting mechanical characteristics of new fingerprints
produced by Corel 1, Corel 2, and correlation analysis is called "yfit" in this instance. As was said
in the paragraph above, correlation analysis produces several subsets of fingerprints. The
localized fundamental solution is the highest of each subset produced by the correlation analysis
up until no more increase in the mechanical features can be made; at this point, RVE or being
global inside the Database is the best answer.
With the help of Python command prompt and Python commands we were able to manually
filter the entire Database to hard code and extract the best cellular architectures with thin walls
to evaluate the effectiveness of our architecture. It is noted that the unit cellular labeled "1" in
Figure 1 is the orthotropic, predominantly flexural in nature’s elements unit cellular with the
better specific strength within the RVE. This unit cellular is one of the ones that the improvisation
framework has suggested. As a result, this framework can be regarded as workable for issues
involving this kind of improvisation.
7.1.5. Additively manufacturing
With the utilization of added substance producing, we made a few ideal grid unit cells, 4
by 4 cross section architectures, slender walled unit cells, and 4 by 4 dainty walled cell designs to
affirm the hypotheses and models. The thin-walled lattice and cellular designs from the previous
section are 3D printed using a shape memory polymer to produce architectures with improved
elastic stress recovery due to their strength and stretchability. In addition to a uniform height,
each unit cellular is constructed with a distinct element diameter and wall thickness. The size of
the lattice truss unit cellular architectures is 101010 mm, whereas the size of the cellular
architectures with thin walls is 10104 mm. The dimensions of the four-by-four cellular
architectures with thin-walls and the four-by-four lattice truss architectures are 20 by 20 by 20
millimeters, respectively. Additionally, solid cylinders measuring 15 millimeters in height and 8
millimeters in diameter were 3D printed to test the bulk polymer against the cellular
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architectures with thin walls. The SMP that was utilized in this investigation is made by combining
EPON 826 resin (40%) and tris[2-(acryloyl) ethyl] isocyanurate (60%) together.
A subsequent study will present the testing, characterization, and in-depth synthesis
results. The MTS apparatus (QTEST 150 machine, MTS, USA) used for the shape memory training
and stress recovery testing has a heated chamber. All of the architectures are printed using the
open source DLP (Digital Light Processing) advanced manufacturing machine (Bison 1000) at a
temperature of 40 co. To avoid incorrect readings caused by thermal expansions in the fixtures,
the chamber is warmed to 75°C, or the solid polymeric glass transition temperature of 70°C,
about an hour before the training procedure. The samples are left in the chamber for 30 minutes
once it has heated up and reached the rubbery condition. The samples are then crushed using a
15% strain program with a 0.5 mm/min deformation rate. The samples are quickly cooled to
normal temperature while maintaining a constant strain, resulting in their compressed shape,
once the predetermined strain percentage has been reached. The load is released to give the
structure a temporary form once it reaches room temperature. It turns out that all of the designs'
shape fixity ratios (Eq. 28) almost invariably are. The samples are then warmed to 75°C while still
retaining zero recovery strain, and the elastic stress recovery for every specimen is then
determined from the load cell.
𝐹=

𝜀𝑓
× 100%
𝜀𝑙

(28)

where 𝜀𝑓 is the fixed strain after load removal and 𝜀𝑙 is the measured strain before load removal.
7.2. Results
Together with the lattice truss unit cellular architectures taken from chapter 4, section 4,
and the ideal lightweight cellular unit architectures presented utilizing the inverse design
framework in the preceding sections. For the sake of computational and experimental validation,
3.2 was modeled and 3D printed.
7.2.1 Model validation
For lattice truss architectures and cellular architectures with thin-walls, respectively,
numerical comparisons made with the ANSYS simulation tool and experimental comparisons are
depicted in Figures 48 and 8. The proposed lattice truss architectures, while still flexural101
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dominated, can be found to provide equivalent or even better relative compression strength
characteristics than the conventional Octet truss structure. It ought to be underlined that in
Figure 48, correlations were finished according to the cross-section designs' bar distances across.
Numerous studies demonstrate that the effectiveness of lattice truss architectures is significantly
influenced by their relative densities. Figure 48 expects to give a standardized examination across
bar measurements, but part 4 previously covered correlations for the indistinguishable ideal
cross section architectures with Octet architectures over relative densities. In terms of relative
densities, the best lattice truss unit cellular architectures produced in this study still possess
superior specific compression strength characteristics. In addition, it is possible to demonstrate
in Figure 49 (a) that the ideal cellular architectures with thin-walls outperform hexagonal
honeycomb unit cells in terms of compression strength (in-plane direction). The 44 lattices in
Figure 48 (b) and the cellular architectures in Figure 49 (b) both have characteristics that are
comparable to those of their unit cells. For comparisons with densities of cellular architectures
with thin walls, see Figure 50.

Figure 48. Experimental and numerical comparisons for (a) lattice unit cells, (b) 4×4 lattice cells.
The experiment's standard errors are shown by the thin, solid cross. The narrow circle
with the arrow indicates that the same unit ties the experimental and numerical lines cellular. In
terms of compression strength, the ideal lattice truss unit cellular architectures (12, 16, 28, and
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16-24-28) outperform Octet unit cells in the same overall volume (a). The 4 by 4 lattice truss
structures in (b) that were created by using unit cells in (a) can be observed to behave in the same
way as their unit cells. The standardized compression strength in this case is calculated as the
difference between the compression strengths of each lattice and the cells in an octet unit. The
narrow slod cross indicates the experiment error bars. The arrow indicates that the numerical
and experimental lines are both part of the same unit cellular, as indicated by the small circle
surrounding them. The cellular architectures with thin-walls in (a) (1, 2, and 3) and the four-byfour cellular architectures made from the same unit cellular have significantly better compression
strength characteristics than the hexagonal honeycomb structure. The ideal unit cells' superiority
is explained by their greater densities and combined connections. The normalized compression
strength is the ratio of the compression strengths of individual cellular architectures with thin
walls to those of the hexagonal honeycomb structure.
It can be observed from figure 49 that the thin-walled unit cells and lattice thin-walled
structures outperformed the honeycomb structure. Since the honeycomb unit cell have
comparatively less walls thought the mass is much lower than the optimal unit cells, the strength
in the in-plane orientation is much lower. It should be noted that the honeycomb unit cell has
excellent out-of-plane load baring properties especially due to its low weight. But in the in-plane
orientation, it has much lower strength compared to any other structure in the dataset. It can be
observed that the bending dominated thin-walled unit cells optimized through machine learning
and correlation analysis optimized inverse design framework are exponentially superior to
honeycomb unit cell. In the coming sections more comparison with shape memory effect and
stretching dominated optimal unit cells along with bulk polymer shall be presented. All the
structures in these comparisons are designed to have same overall volume while the mass
changes due to the increase in number of walls and their orientations.
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Figure 49. Numerical and experimental comparisons for (a) cellular architectures with thin-walls,
(b) 4×4 cellular architectures with thin-walls under uniaxial compressive tests.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 50. Change of compression strength with relative density.
7.2.2. Shape memory analysis
Figures 50 show comparisons between the ideal lattice truss unit cellular structures and
the Octet truss lattice, the thin-walled unit cell with the solid samples, and the suggested cellular
architectures with hexagonal honeycomb unit cell.
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In contrast to Octet unit cells with the same lattice member diameter, the primal
predominantly flexural in nature’s elements lattice truss unit cellular architectures and 4 by 4
lattice truss architectures, particularly unit cells (12 16 28) and (16 24 28), have 10–30% greater
specific elastic stress recovery (elastic stress recovery/overall volume).

Figure 51. Experimental comparisons for the normalized elastic stress recovery.
The normalized elastic stress recovery in this situation is calculated as the difference
between each lattice unit cell's elastic stress recovery and the particular elastic stress recovery
of the Octet unit cell under uniform overall volume. When employing a shape memory polymer
to 3D print the lattice truss architectures, it can be demonstrated that they have better (by 30%)
stress recovery characteristics than the Octet unit cellular.
From Figures 52(a) and 52(b), the elastic stress recovery of the best cellular architectures
with thin-walls and 4 by 4 cellular architectures (unit cells 1 and 3) is 200–1000% greater than
that of the best hexagonal honeycomb unit cellular and is also 50% greater than that of the best
stretching–dominated structure (unit cellular 5). For examples of 3D printed objects, see Figure
53 and Figure S8 for elastic stress recovery vs density).
The ideal cellular architectures with thin-walls can be seen to exhibit 140–200% betterer
elastic stress recovery than the solid structure in Figure 52(c), which compares the mass
normalized elastic stress recovery of these two types of materials. The Octet truss lattice unit
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cellular and 4 by 4 Octet truss lattice structure are predominantly stretching in nature’s elements
in nature’s elements, it should be mentioned. The behavior of the improvised lattice truss unit
cellular architectures is flexural dominated. In comparison to Octet unit cells and 4 by 4 Octet
truss lattice truss architectures, the improvised 4 by 4 lattice truss architectures, which are either
predominantly flexural in nature’s elements or slightly flexural dominated, also show superior
elastic stress recovery. Similarly, the improvised cellular architectures with thin-walls and 4×4
cellular architectures, despite being flexural-dominated, still exhibit better elastic stress recovery
compared to their predominantly stretching in nature’s elements counterparts. This
demonstrates that unit cells, which are mostly flexible in nature's components, might be
candidates for multifunctional functions including greater strength, stretchability, and recovery
stress.
Under uniform overall volume, the normalized elastic stress recovery in this instance is
the ratio of each thin-walled structure's specific elastic stress recovery to the hexagonal
honeycomb structure's specific elastic stress recovery. The cellular architectures with thin-walls
1 and 3 and the hexagonal honeycomb arrangement were identified as predominantly flexural in
nature’s elements architectures in this instance. Extending is transcendent in the dainty walled
unit cellular number 5. In terms of normalized elastic stress recovery from (a) and (b), the
improvised architectures perform significantly better than the hexagonal honeycomb. The elastic
stress recovery parameters of the proposed primal predominantly flexural in nature’s elements
architectures—both the unit cells and the 4 by 4 architectures—are comparable to or even
superior to those of the ideal predominantly stretching in nature’s elements thin-walled
structure.
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Figure 52. Experimental comparisions for normalized elastic stress recovery.
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Honeycomb
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1

4×4 Honeycomb

5
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4×4 1
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Figure 53. Images of 3D printed cellular architectures.
Because the improvisation procedure is solely based on the architectural behavior of the
unit cells, it is important to note that employing various SMPs will have an effect on their
architectural performance as well as their impact on shape memory. At room temperature, the
SMP utilized in this study is brittle, so there may be fewer total deformations before it breaks. A
more ductile SMP can raise the range of deformations that can be utilized to train or program
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the architectures. To deliver the preparation Database, our limited component displaying may
likewise have to think about the nonlinear way of behaving, viscoelasticity, and viscoelasticity for
a more malleable SMP. Since all of the thin-walled cellular unit architectures and lattice truss unit
cellular architectures in this study utilized the same brittle SMP for modeling and testing, it is
possible that the results will not change if a ductile SMP is utilized instead.
Finally, numerical and experimental analysis performed under uniaxial loading confirm
the findings of the earlier studies by showing that predominantly flexural unit cells in nature's
elements are flexible and fail mainly due to rod flexural, whereas predominantly stretching unit
cells possess greater toughness as well as fail due to component stretching, buckling, or fracture.
Due to the element flexural phenomenon, previous research revealed that predominantly
flexural in nature’s elements architectures are only one third as strong as predominantly
stretching in nature’s elements architectures. Contrary to this assertion, predominantly flexural
in nature’s elements unit cells have a relative compression strength within their RVE that is 60%
betterer than that of typical Octet units and most predominantly stretching in nature’s elements
units.
Due to the study's use of Maxwell's criterion and predominantly flexural in nature’s
elements architectures, some predominantly stretching in nature’s elements architectures with
greater strength and deformations may have been overlooked. Additionally, it is possible that
some lattice configurations that go beyond Maxwell's criterion were overlooked in our research
[63, 64].
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Chapter 8. Summary
Using biomimicry and machine learning, we look into architectural improvisation to
predict new designs with better mechanical and architectural characteristics. Through forward
AI relapse, biomimicry poles with unrivaled clasping characteristics were created and refined. A
sum of 1500 biomimicry poles were made, and their clasping burden and stress were displayed
utilizing ANSYS utilizing the outside shape and inward permeable construction of a few organic
frameworks. Following that, some common biomimicry columns were 3D printed and tested to
confirm the results of the FE analysis. In order to build a relationship between the buckling
capabilities and the fingerprints of the 1,500 inspired by nature columns in the training Database,
the bagged ensemble tree approach was used for forward design. Then, 160 new columns were
made using machine learning, MATLAB coding, and data filtering to enhance these biomimicry
designs. Without significantly increasing stresses, it was designed that the improvised biomimicry
columns have buckling loads that are several times greater than those of the conventional solid
or hollow cylinders that are frequently utilized in engineering architectures. This study will enable
the production of lighter columns with significantly improved buckling load bearing capacity.
A number of previously unknown symmetric, asymmetric, isotropic, and anisotropic
lattice truss unit cellular architectures are designed and investigated using machine learning. The
amount of computing work and human labor was reduced by machine learning. With the right
data management and the right training data sets, it is possible to make reasonable evaluations
about the mechanical and architectural characteristics of the ideal lattice truss unit cellular
architectures. A subset of the best lattice truss unit cellular architectures are the subject of
simulation and experiment-based validations. Compared to octet truss lattice truss unit cellular
architectures, symmetric optimum lattice truss unit cellular architectures constructed this way
have betterer flexural strengths of 13 to 35 percent and compression strengths of 28 to 67
percent. This study only suggests a subset of the ideal architectures for asymmetric lattice truss
unit cellular architectures. The best lattice truss unit cellular architectures were further
improvised by including biomimicry columns to improve each cell's capacity to buckle. The study
found that when compared to unit cells with solid columns, improved lattice truss unit cellular
architectures with biomimicry columns had a 130–160 percent greater relative buckling
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capability. The appropriate lattice truss unit cellular architectures can be selected based on the
application to produce sandwich panels, uniform lattice truss architectures, and betterer order
lattice truss architectures.
Later, a framework for inverse design that is based on machine learning is used to look at
a larger spectrum of architectural designs. We suggest novel lattice truss unit cellular structures
that beat the octet unit cellular using Generative adversarial networks and forward regression.
Under uniaxial compression, the projected unit cells outperform the octet unit cellular by 40–
120 percent, as demonstrated by computational and experimental testing. When the improved
unit cells were utilized as sandwich cores, the test results and simulations performed well. The
inverse design ML framework is able to continuously improvise the lattice truss unit cellular
architectures by iteratively utilizing the newly formed unit cells as training data for evaluations
of subsequent formations. Various architectural design types can be improved and new
architectures with the right combination of mechanical and architectural characteristics can be
suggested using this framework. This technique may be used to construct and further improve a
variety of biomimetic complex structures with varied properties including stress mitigation,
improved flexural or buckling capabilities, and shape recovery. This is supported by the adequate
prediction accuracy of the regression models and inverse design framework as well as the
excellent performance of the improvised lattice truss unit cellular architectures. These models
are utilized to make new complex structures that are more powerful at retaining shocks than
their biomimicry partners, like hexagonal honeycomb and other cell architectures.
Using this method, a significant portion of unexplored cellular unit architectures was
investigated in order to suggest novel designs with enhanced architectural qualities. The ideal
cellular unit architectures suggested by this method have normalized natural frequencies that
are 30 to 100 times betterer, load carrying capacities that are 50 to 250 times better, and energy
mitigation under impact load that is 300 times better than biomimicry hexagonal honeycomb
architectures. The machine learning-designed unit cells are validated using both numerical
modeling and experimental testing. An efficient design tool for identifying various kinds of
architectures would be provided by the inverse design ML framework. Thin-walled cellular unit
architectures and lightweight lattice truss unit cellular architectures are being studied for
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improved shape memory characteristics. To further develop the dainty walled unit cells, an
extraordinary backwards plan model consolidating AI and connection examination approaches is
proposed. To better understand the behavior of lattice truss unit cellular architectures, the
Maxwell's criterion for frame stiffness is extended to include cellular architectures with thin
walls. the lightweight lattice truss unit cellular architectures and unit cells with thin walls that
have primal strength and stretchability.
By ignoring the nearby bowing (or clasping) of flimsy walls, the Maxwell's archetype for
firmness of casings is extended to classify slight walled architectures. Because of this, selecting
the best cellular architectures with thin walls for flexural was made simpler. The suggested
predominantly flexural in nature’s elements lattice truss unit cellular architectures have a 30%
betterer elastic stress recovery than Octet truss lattice truss unit cellular architectures, which
exhibit predominantly stretching in nature’s elements behavior. The suggested cellular
architectures with thin walls have a normalized specific elastic stress recovery that is up to one
hundred times better than that of the hexagonal honeycomb unit cellular in the in-plane direction
using the inverse design framework, which is based on Spearman correlation analysis and
machine learning prediction models. Figure 10 shows that the cellular architectures with thin
walls' elastic stress recovery is up to 200 percent betterer than that of the bulk polymer. The
compression strength of these unit cells tends to be comparable, which is used as a screening
method for the optimum elastic stress recovery properties. The suggested predominantly flexural
in nature’s elements unit cells have improved load carrying, elastic stress recovery, and energy
mitigation characteristics due to their stretchability. With enough data and control settings, the
suggested improvisation framework may be expanded to predict structures with any required
mechanical and architectural attributes.
It is important to note that the rod aspect ratios have a significant impact on the
complicated mode of deformation experienced by lightweight designs, particularly lattice truss
architectures, which can include stretching, buckling, or flexural. Although Maxwell's criterion
can be utilized for initial screening, a comprehensive investigation of the lattice behavior is
required to fully comprehend the architectural behavior of the lattice under various loading
conditions and failure mechanisms. It is important to note that the rod aspect ratios have a
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significant impact on the complicated mode of deformation experienced by lightweight
constructions, particularly lattice truss architectures, which can include stretching, buckling, or
flexural. Although a comprehensive examination of the lattice's behavior under a variety of
loading conditions and an investigation into its failure modes are required, Maxwell's criterion
can be utilized for preliminary screening.
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